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LAS VEGAS Citadel Broadcasting
halted AM nighttime IBOC operations in
early October after receiving interference complaints.
Citadel Director of Corporate
Engineering Martin Stabbert said his
company is taking astep back and evaluating the situation. The company's 10
AMs stopped nighttime HD- R operations as of Oct. 1. They are still broadcasting in HD-R during the day. Overall,
16 of Citadel's 66 AMs have converted
and four more were in-process earlier in
the month.
An excerpt from his memo to staff
reads: "... In response to the lackluster
performance, the limited benefit, and various reports of significant interference,
Citadel is suspending nighttime AM HD
operations at this time. Please reinstate
your previous procedures for daytimeSee CITADEL page 23

Rehr Seeks an Early
Start to the Party
'Radio 2020' Is New Initiative; NAB Convention
Also Debates Royalties, Translators for AMs
by Leslie Stimson
CHARLOTTE, N.C. "Victory or death."
NAB President/CEO David Rehr conjured visions of General George
Washington leading his troops across the
Delaware River to fight the British as he
rallied the radio industry to face radio's
future assertively.
"Radio's value lies in the fact that it's

accessible — it's everywhere and
portable. If we don't tell this story, we let
our critics voice their negative opinions
about radio," said Rehr.
"That must end."
At the NAB Radio Show, Rehr came
out swinging against aperformance "tax"
on radio by the record industry, the proposed satellite radio merger and the
See CHARLOTTE, page 3
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Shareholders OK
Clear Channel
Privatization
SAN ANTONIO, Texas Shareholders gave the go-ahead to Clear
Channel to accept a buyout offer. The
deal is expected to close by year-end,
pending regulatory approval.
"Management and the new owners have
incentive to close the deal soon, as shareholders are entitled to additional cash
compensation if the deal does not close by
Dec. 31, 2007," stated JP Morgan Analyst

John Blackledge in anote to clients.
Investors approved the $ 19.5 billion
buyout by aprivate equity group headed
by Thomas H. Lee Partners LP and Bain
Capital Partners LLC. The enhanced deal
was at $39.20 per share in cash or stock.
AP reported that the current shareholders could end up with as much as 30
percent of the new company, which was
seen as aconcession in the bargaining that
led up to approval.
According to preliminary figures,
about 98 percent were in favor of the buyout, Clear Channel said. The buyers also
take on $8billion in debt.
Stanford Group analyst Frederick
Moran stated the news " points in the

direction of apositive completion to the
Clear Channel privatization" and said
recent stock market volatility as well as
the credit crunch may have encouraged
shareholders to vote yes.

News Roundup
SOUNDEXCHANGE said it reached
agreement with 24 small Webcasters to
continue operating through 2010 With
"essentially the same terms" they've had
since 1988. The agreements are retroactive to Jan. 1, 2006, the beginning of the
current rate period. SoundExchange represents artists and recording labels; at its

a

behést, in March, athree judge: panel of
the Copyright Royalty Bbard raised the
royalties Webcasters Pay to SoundExchange. As part of the agreement, small
Webcasters Wont(' pay 10 to 12 percent of
revenue. Noncommercial Webca:sters also
reached agreement on streaming royalties,
however there's still no agreement for
commercial radio Webcasters.
CPB awarded $ 235,000 to The
Development Exchange, a public radio
fundraising and marketing service organization, to create a "Major Giving Plan"
for public radio stations. The program is
modeled after aCPB television initiative.
"The plan will devise strategies to raise
the proficiency of major giving activity at
stations, increase the number of major
gift donors to stations and increase net
revenue for the stations," the organizations stated.
DANIEL PLANTS of Triadelphia,
W.Va., fell to his death in September
while working to dismantle astorm-damaged tower in East Deer Township, Pa., a
suburb of Pittsburgh. According to press
reports, Plants was an experienced tower
climber who worked regularly on tower
sites in the area over 30 years. He was
working alone and about half-way up the
200- foot WGBN(AM) tower when he
fell. OSHA is investigating.
VERMONT PUBLIC RADIO became
two distinct services on Oct. 1. VPR is
providing news and information and public radio entertainment, while VPR
Classical is a24-hour classical music network. With the acquisition of WOXR
(FM) in Burlington/Plattsburgh, VPR
Classical is available to two-thirds of the
state via analog and state-wide via VPR's
HD Radio signals. "As we promote these
programming changes, HD- R has
become akey part of the message," station executives stated.
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that NAB and our partners, RAB and the
It sounds like the FCC is preparing to
HD Digital Radio Alliance, will champifine the satellite companies for the overon," said Rehr.
powered devices that XM and Sirius marThe alliance's job as part of "Radio
keted in 2005-06. FCC Chairman Kevin
Continued from page 1
2020" is to promote HD Radio. NAB has
Martin told attendees that while no more of
Copyright Royalty Board's decision to joined that effort by spearheading acamthose radios are being sold, "some may still
raise Internet streaming royalties.
paign targeting automakers and dealers.
be out there," and "the FCC hasnl released
The trade association was lobbying
The next phase of the campaign includes
afinancial penalty order on that yet."
lawmakers and ran an ad protesting the
marketing through national and local radio
It's unclear whether the devices contin"performance tax" in several Capitol Hill
and print ads. The groups are also "assessue to interfere with listening. Sources tell
publications in late September that reads:
ing initiatives" to get new talent in the creRadio World listener complaints about
"If it walks like aduck, and swims like a ation of those ads, according to Rehr.
the issue have dropped off.
duck, well, you know..." NAB argues the
performance royalty is atax on radio that
would force stations to pay twice for the
music they air — ignoring the benefits
that airplay brings to new artists.
The record labels say other audio
entertainment media, such as satellite
radio, pay the performance tax and terrestrial radio should too.
As for the proposed merger, still under
reviewed by regulators in September,
"NAB threw down the gauntlet," Rehr
said. It characterizes the proposed
merged entity as a "government- sanctioned monopoly" and argues that the "a
la carte" pricing/channel options offered
by both companies would actually cost
consumers more money. The trade association will continue its efforts to oppose
the merger, he said.
The 138-percent increase announced
earlier this year by the Copyright Royalty
Board for streaming royalties continue to
concern the association. Rehr said the
FCC Chairman Kevin Martin traded light-hearted digs with'
increase "threatens to bring a dramatic
NAB Radio Board Chairman Russ Withers.
stop to anew medium still in its infancy:

Charlotte
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radio streaming."
He said NAB was disappointed when
SoundExchange, which distributes royalties to artists for record labels, dismissed
what Rehr termed a "good faith" offer.
The trade association supports acomprehensive approach to the issue of how to
compensate artists for their work that's
streamed over Internet radio, he said.
Here's a roundup of other notable
news at the fall convention.

'RADIO 2020'
CAMPAIGN BEGUN

Many listeners take radio for granted,
do not consider it to be portable and
believe its programming is not diverse.
Those are findings of the NAB, RAB
and the HD Digital Radio Alliance in a
research project that involved polling
some 5,000 listeners.
"Radio 2020" is the industry's effort to
turn around these public " misperceptions" about the medium, Rehr promised
in his keynote address.
"As we near commercial radio's 100th
anniversary in 2020, this initiative will be
our road map to building radio's future.
Where we go from here is being packaged into a cohesive, branded program

List 8,395.00

Call BSW For Lowest Price: M426-8434

800-426-8434

Rehr laid out the key parts of the campaign, beginning with the need to ensure
that radio is part of new technologies and
to address consumer demands for playlist
variety and format diversity.
"But," he said, "We need to do abetter
job of informing listeners about the great
variety that radio already provides."
Building for the future is also akey part
of the plan, Rehr said. "We must continually seek ways to meet the demands of
our consumers — encouraging more variety and diversity, spurring more innovations in electronics, and helping marketers develop even more innovative and
compelling advertisements."

OVERPOWERED FM MOD
FINE IN THE OFFING?

Remember the problem of over-modulated FM transmission devices that made
headlines last year?
In some cases the devices overpowered
the incoming signals of radio stations and
listeners heard Howard Stern and other
satellite radio programming.
NAB complained to the FCC, which
looked into the issue. Subsequently XM
and Sirius retooled some devices and
took others off the market for aredesign.

MARTIN: SATCASTERS HELD
TO ' HIGH THRESHOLD'

Separately, the FCC chairman said the
commission is holding Sirius and XM to
a " high threshold" when it comes to
determining whether their proposed
merger is in the public interest.
NAB Radio Board Chair Russ Withers
said more than 80 members of Congress
have, at the NAB's behest, written to the
commission to oppose the deal. He asked
Martin how much the agency takes such
comments into consideration when scrutinizing aproposal.
Martin quipped, "The commission
pays attention when a member of
Congress writes," referring to an earlier
mention of Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada,
who appealed to the FCC on behalf of a
station and garnered a waiver for that
facility. More seriously, Martin said, "The
FCC is acreature of Congress. They want
to make sure we pay attention when they
express their views."
"In the XM-Sirius context Ithink in
general there's a high threshold" for
merger approval, said the chairman, referring to arule that prohibits one satcaster
from merging with another. The agency
has a separate proceeding underway to
See CHARLOTTE, page 5
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A Taste of NAB Radio in Pictures
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jahe Poulain of AudematAztec celebrate the sale of the 500th

GoldenEagle HD monitor by going
head to head on a NASCAR
$ Challenge game. They did not
. finish in the top 10.

by Paul McLane
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"Doctor' Jerry LeBow
reprises his lab-coated persona to promote
a new Sage EAS Endec at the NAB Radio
Show in Charlotte in September.

ail to the chief: SBE President- Elect Barry Thomas,
'nter, DOE of Lincoln Financial Media, hangs with
t t
rry Dowd of WBT Rad o Charlotte and Geoff
eadman of 25-Seven Systems.

Patrick Appleson of
Appleson Studios talks
with Rolf Taylor, newly
hired by APT, and
David Neal of The
Weather Channel near
an APT WorldNet Oslo
Codec display.
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Charlotte
Continued from page 3

Steve Palm, the pre ; ident/CE0 of NewBay Media, new
owner of Radio World, walked the exhibit floor and
met readers and vendors. He's in our booth with Carmel
King, executive VP of the NewBay Video/Broadcast
Group; RW Publisher John Casey; and me.

ai

determine if the rule should be upheld,
changed or dismissed.
Referring to a la carte pricing/programming proposals, Martin said the satcasters "have come forward with ways
for consumers to still be protected." The
commission will analyze the proposed
material carefully, he said.
The commission's goal is to review the
deal within 180 days, which suggests a
December decision. Womble Carlyle
attorney John Garziglia told a legal session at the show that based on past merger reviews, the commission is not likely
to issue a decision this year. The Justice
Department is also reviewing the merger.
At that legal session, attorney Frank
Jazzo of Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth
said the FCC doesn't pay much attention
to the day-to-day handicapping of merger
approval, predictions issued by industry
"experts," some of whom used to work at
the commission, he said.
Opinions of consumers/listeners do
have an impact, he said. " Volume size
does matter here," referring to the overall
number of comments.

COPPS: MERGER NEEDS
'POWERFUL' DEMO

TRANSLATORS FOR AMS
LOOKS DOABLE
The concept of allowing AMs to use
FM translators under certain conditions to
fill in their nighttime service got anod of
approval from the commission chairman.
NAB has lobbied heavily for the proposal, saying that AM nighttime signal
coverage is challenged by ever-increasing
man-made noise.
If approved, AMs would be able to air
programming on FM translators overnight.
The 60 dBu contour of the translator could
not extend beyond the 2 millivolt daytime
contour of the station, according to Audio
Division Chief Peter Doyle.
NAB filed a petition on the issue in
July 2006 and the FCC released aNotice
of Proposed Rulemaking this August.
Asking Martin about the issue at the
Chairman's Breakfast, Withers said he
See CHARLOTTE, page 8

THE BEST OF BOTH W ORLDS!

It was a big Marconi nignt for
WWL(AM) in New Orleans,
which won as Legendary
Station, Medium-Market Station
and News/Talk Station of the Year.
Diane Newman is at the podium
as NAB's David Rehr looks on.
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Commissioner Michael Copps questioned
whether the proposed $ 13 billion satellite
merger is in the public interest.
According to the Wall Street Journal,
Copps, one of two Democrats on the
commission, said, " Someone's going to
have make a pretty powerful and potent
demonstration to me that this is in the
public interest," referring to the ala carte
programming/pricing options set out.
He said detailed talks had yet to take
place among FCC commissioners about
whether to approve the merger.

Although he wasn't in Charlotte, FCC
Bob Mercer of Delmarva
Broadcasting emphasizes
a point in a chat with
Mana Stokes cf
WideOrbit Bob gave me
my first full-time radio ob
(and this look on Mercer's
face usually meant Iwas
in for more work).
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Arbitron: PPM Compliance Is Good
Higher-Income Listeners Spend
More Time With Radio, PPM Shows
by Leslie Stimson
COLUMBIA, Md. Arbitron says most
of those who are asked to wear the
Portable People Meters comply. Also,
recent data from Houston and
Philadelphia highlight key differences
between diary-keepers and PPM-wearers,
giving radio more insight into the makeup of its listenership.
Most panelists take the PPM out of its
dock in the morning and carry it all day,
as they are asked to do, according to Bob
Patchen, chief research officer for
Arbitron, speaking at a programming
consultant panel in August.
The company detailed its efforts to
make sure listeners are using the PPM
correctly. A panel "compliance group"
works to get to know panelist families
and what is going on in their lives; it
keeps in touch with panelists via calls
and e-mails, he said. Telephone is its primary method of communication.
The compliance group makes sure all
users are carrying the meter, and coaches
and re-trains panelists. Members have
advised women about how to wear the

meter with seasonal clothing. A bride
once called her compliance specialist to
say she wore the meter in her garter belt.

During meeting breaks, Arbitron posted aslide show, "Most Frequently Asked
PPM Questions." One question: "Can you
tell if Ihave given the PPM meter to my
dog to wear?" The answer was yes, but
company executives didn't explain how.

Do people listen less to radio on holidays? Employed listeners drive listening
because of commuting. Holidays reveal
drops in listening levels. Data showed
this on Memorial Day and Independence
Day.
Employed people undock the PPM
device earlier each morning — in
Houston, for example, at 6:50 a.m. com-

Garter belt compliance
Compliance specialists make house
calls to be sure senior citizens understand
how to use the meter.
Some professionals, such as nurses
and teachers, say they can't wear the
meter because of their jobs. Nurses say
they are reluctant to wear the meter
around medical monitoring equipment or
cannot wear it in a sterile environment.
This does not exclude them from being
panelists; however their "carry-time" is
limited.
Panelists are asked to wear the meter
from "rise to retire." A panelist may have
ameter for as long as two years, although
the average amount of time someone is a
panel member is nine to 10 months.
Panelists may drop out because they
move; others may wish to stop, or are
asked to stop because they don't undock
the meter and wear it. The top reason
panelists cite for not undocking the PPM
is "Iforgot."

PPM Ratings By Employment Status
M- F 6a- 12m
Full Time Employed
Drive Radio Listening
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Philadelphia

2007 PPM Persons 18+ liA-F 6a- 12m, March-July

A more serious question was, "How do
you capture PPM listening if someone is
using their iPod or wearing headphones?"
Arbitron has developed aspecial adapter
for this, which it provides to panelists.

Soun. PPM Philadelphia HOW by bow Nylons 18. Jury 2007

PPM Reveals Radio's Newfound
Strength... Employed Persons
Z.,

14

46%
greater

73%
12.64. greater

12 10 -

°

8.4

7.3

Philadelphia
• Employed Full Time
July 2007 PPM Persons 18+ M- F 6a- 12m.

Houston
Not Employed

Results differ
Data from the
Houston and
Philadelphia PPM ratings are helping to
break some long-held beliefs about who
fills out diaries vs. who wears a meter,
according to Arbitron Vice President of
PPM Implementation John Snyder.
Higher- income persons generate the
highest amount of listening. While diary
ratings generally found that listeners who
made $25,000 per year or less had higher
time spent listening numbers, with the
PPM, this category posts the least amount
of listening, and those in the
$50,000—$75,000 per year bracket listen
to the most radio.
PPM indicates there are significantly
higher AQH ratings (percent of listening
population) for people employed full
time and working during the day compared to those who work part-time or are
unemployed.
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pared to 7:35 a.m. on average.
TV viewing levels are higher among
the unemployed.
Minute-by- minute data on all- news
outlet KYW(AM), Philadelphia shows a
downtick when traffic and weather come

Can you tell if
Ihave given the
PPM meter to my
dog to wear?

on. News stations typically promote the
regularity of their traffic and weather
("traffic and weather on the ones.") Why
the downtick? There are two commercials
right before each traffic and weather
break. The solution: move the spots to
after the traffic and weather.
While listening habits between the
genders aren't that different for diaries,
Average-Quarter-Hour is close. e
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into account in its decision. The court says
context is content by another name." If so,
"this case may be the death knell for the
FCC's enforcement of indecency."

Charlotte
Continued from page 5

has an AM station that is licensed at 10
kW day and only 4watts at night.
Martin said, " It's a good thing"
because translators would help AM
broadcasters to provide local content; he
said the commission "is trying to move
fast on it." He said the agency has
allowed some AMs to use FM translators
at night in some instances via special
temporary authority.
Switching to a discussion of digital
AM, Martin said it would take awhile to
phase it in for AM stations; he commented that the difference in sound quality
between analog and digital "is striking."
"In the meantime, giving AMs the
ability to use FM translators (at night) is
agood opportunity and we should try to
facilitate that."

Photo 0 NAB

STATIONS WARNED ABOUT
PERFORMANCE ROYALTIES;
BERMAN TO INTRODUCE BILL

David Rehr unveiled an initiative called " Radio 2020."
SUPREMES COULD REVIEW
INDECENCY — A 'DEATH
KNELL FOR FCC POLICY?

If it walks like aduck, and swims
like aduck, well, you know ...

Outcomes of two indecency cases are
expected to decide the fate of the FCC's
broadcast indecency policy.
The Bush administration will ask the
Supreme Court to reinstate a broadcast
indecency policy that was invalidated by
alower court. In June, the Second U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals struck down the
FCC's nearly zero-tolerance policy covering the broadcast of certain expletives,

The recording industry is asking Congress to force
local radio stations to pay for promoting the labels' artists
and music. But they'd rather you not call it atax, because
no one likes to pay taxes.
By levying anew fee on radio, Congress would be taxing
stations to line the pockets of international record
executives. That's one idea that just won't fly.
No performance tax on local radio.

NO
PERFORMAN
Tfi X

NAB says the performance royalty is a tax on radio
that would force stations to pay twice for music they air.
FM MOD APPROVALS
DELAYED BY LPFM
CONCERNS
LPFMs apparently are enjoying more
clout at the commission lately.
The FCC has identified some 25 of the
low- power stations that could be displaced by modifications that full-power
FMs want to accomplish under the FCC's
new streamlined city of license rules.
Full-service FM modification applications are being held up if the change
could threaten the service on an LPFM,
FCC Audio Service Division Chief Peter
Doyle confirmed in response to aquestion by an engineering consultant.
The issue is important because LPFMs
are licensed as secondary services and
normally must yield to new or improved
full-service stations. Though there's been
no policy change, Doyle said, the corn-

mission is seeking solutions to keep
those LPFMs on the air.
FCC actions might be "on our own,"
through channel searches, or the agency
"might be going to full-service stations
and seek their consent" to allow an
LPFM on asecond-adjacent channel, he
said.
The commission has yet to resolve a
push by LPFMs to be considered aprimary service or whether the ban on
LPFMs on third- adjacent channels of
full-service stations should be lifted. The
commission has had a " six-month
freeze" on FM translator applications
pending for nearly 2-1/2 years, he noted,
due to the related LPFM issue.
Meanwhile, bills have again been
introduced in both houses of Congress to
lift the third-adjacent channel restriction.
NAB has favored that restriction, citing
interference concerns.

Model RFC- 1'B Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

«, Sine Systems

Mare

615.228 3500
www.sinesystems.com

Rep. Howard Berman, D-Calif., planned
to introduce abill that would require overthe-air radio stations to pay performance
royalties for the music they play.
Broadcasters have paid royalties to
composers and music publishers for
decades, but unlike satellite and online
radio operators, they haven't had to pay
the performance rights holders, generally
record labels, of recordings they air.
NAB vowed to fight the effort. "The
big record labels are spinning the same
old tune to Congress — asking them to
impose atax on radio to line the pockets
of international record executives," said
NAB President/CEO David Rehr. "We
can't and won't let that happen."
During a legal session, NAB
spokesman Dennis Wharton said, " It
wouldn't surprise us if the bill gets out of
the copyright committee." Berman chairs
the House Judiciary Committee
Subcommittee on Intellectual Property,
the Courts and the Internet.
RAIN publisher and Internet radio
operator Kurt Hanson said, "If the performance royalty turns out to be what the
Copyright Royalty Board gets from
Internet radio, it might be as much as 30

We need to do a better job of informing
listeners about the great variety
that radio already provides.
— David Rehr
percent of station revenue."
even if they were fleeting and unscripted.
Peggy Binzel, speaking on behalf of
Now the U.S. solicitor general will seek a
the new Free Radio Alliance, said the bill
Supreme Court review of the decision,
according to several accounts.
would affect not only large broadcasters.
"They are clear their ultimate goal is to
Chairman Martin said he was pleased
with the decision of the solicitor general.
tax anyone who plays recorded music."
Under Martin's tenure, the FCC ruled
in 2006 that almost any use of some
ATTENDANCE UP SLIGHTLY
expletives was indecent, even in live,
FROM DALLAS
impromptu situations. The case stemmed
from language on the 2002 and 2003
The official attendance figure from
Billboard Music Awards. The Second
NAB was 3,127. The number is based on
Circuit majority decided the FCC's polipre- registration and does not include
cy was "arbitrary and capricious." In July,
R&R Convention registrants.
a Senate committee voted to give the
Several vendors in the exhibit hall told
commission explicit authority to make "a
Radio World the fall event is becoming
single word or image" indecent under any
"more like aregional show" in terms of
circumstances.
In another case, the Third Circuit
attendance.
Charlotte attendance was slightly highCourt of Appeals is deciding whether to
er than the 3,021 attendees last year in
grant CBS its appeal of the FCC's
Dallas, but down from the 3,705 in
$550,000 fine against its TV stations for
Philadelphia in 2005. There were about
Janet Jackson's "wardrobe malfunction"
3,500 attendees at the 2004 show in San
during aSuper Bowl half-time show.
Diego and 3,900 in Philadelphia in 2003.
As aresult of these cases, the FCC hasn't levied an indecency fine against radio
since March 2006, said Womble Carlyle
RADIO SHOW
attorney John Garziglia in a session. He
IN AUSTIN NEXT YEAR
believes the commission is waiting to see
how the courts resolve the two cases.
Next year's NAB Radio Show is to be
Experts have said appealing to the
held Sept. 17-19 in Austin, Texas.
Supreme Court is risky and could result
An ad for next year's show in the conin the FCC losing its authority to regulate
vention's NAB Daily News read: "From
broadcast content.
Regarding the Fox Second Circuit case,
its roots to its boots, radio's live and
Garziglia said, "The FCC's taking context
kickin'."
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A Custom Controller You Can Build
by John Bisset

the station installed a custom automatic controller to
change from stereo to mono operation while carrying the
mono WPR talk programming.
The controller will switch to stereo mode immediately
upon detection of stereo program content, but it will also
switch to mono mode with monaural program content
after atime interval. This avoids excessive mono/stereo
switching during normal air shifts. The circuit will default
to stereo mode when the unit is powered down.
The circuit is aretrofit of aspeaker mute gate design
that Tom submitted to Radio World and that appeared

Tom Lange works in the electronics department of
North High School in Sheboygan, Wis. WSHS(FM) 91.7
is a non-commercial student-run radio station affiliated
with the school.
The station broadcasts student and ethnic music formats: It also carries the Wisconsin Public Radio (WPR)
Ideas Network talk format in the absence of local programming.
Because of stereo-related "noise" in outlying areas,
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Fig. 2: Site thefts continue. Here, the
remains of a cell site hit by copper thieves.
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Fig. 1: This easy-to- build switcher switches the stereo generator
to mono upon detection of mono programming.

here 10 years ago almost to the day (Workbench. Oct.
29, 1997).
All resistors are 1/4w film, and capacitors greater
then luf are electrolytic. This controller is used in conjunction with the Orban 464A Co- Operator audio
processor and Orban 8218 Optimod stereo generator/
limiter, but can be adapted easily to any processor/stereo
generator combination.
Sampling of right and left audio signals is obtained by
summing resistors RI and R2. These connections essentially are "bridged" to the existing wiring at the processor's output terminals. No existing audio wiring is
removed.
Tom notes that this audio sampling method should
only be used with an audio processor that employs
active balanced outputs. Equipment with isolated transformer outputs will need an external amplifier with balanced inputs ( such as an audio DA or custom-built op
amp circuit) inserted between the processor's audio sample and the controller's audio sample inputs.
When monaural audio appears, the sampled signals of
+R and —L are out of phase with aresultant minimum
(ideally 0) at the summing point of RI and R2, providing
insufficient signal to trigger the Q1 & Q2 reset transistors. This enables the counter to perform the timing interval and then at timeout, change the relay output so DC is
routed to the "mono" logic input of the stereo generator.
See SW1TCHER, page 12
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The Elephant and the Oak Tree

I Radio World

I

I

The Big Picture

An Old Joke Reflects a Growing Realization About IBOC
Sometime in the fourth or fifth grade I
first heard the elephant joke that asks,
"How do you get an elephant into an oak
tree?" Answer: "Have him sit on an acorn
and wait."
The joke stuck with me through the
years, not because it was funny, but for
its aptness as ametaphor to many of the
processes around us — that is, those that
occur more by attrition and passive shifts
rather than by proactive choice. The
joke's image also illustrates the lengthy
development time involved in such cases.
As an Oct. 10 RW editorial noted, we
are now beginning to recognize that the
transition to digital radio in the U.S. may
follow this course, as well.
Broadcast transitions are slow
Actually, this behavior is fairly normal, given that it follows the path experienced by almost all broadcast format
introductions.
Perhaps we have become accustomed
of late to digital consumer electronics
introductions advancing more rapidly,
and so we tend to measure all new systems by such metrics. Yet examine the
recent advances in broadcasting systems,
and you will see consistently slow
uptakes at best.
Because broadcast formats change so
infrequently, however, low speed is not
necessarily tantamount to failure. As long
as there is some continued forward
movement, attrition ultimately prevails
and the new format eventually becomes
well established.
Consider FM radio, FM stereo, stereo
TV and RBDS. None of these experienced meteoric growth out of the box,
but eventually became the norm. (Digital
television in the U.S. is acurrent example
that is just now turning the corner after a
slow and rocky start, and its natural progression has even been accelerated by
government mandates.)
Slow and steady typically wins the
race in the broadcast world.
At least that's the way it's worked in
the past. Some argue that today such wisdom no longer applies because the competitive context has been so radically
altered. These pundits point out that current broadcast formats have never had to
cope with so many other potentially competitive introductions, most of which are
enjoying far faster growth.
Others counter that while this may be
true, it simply sets the bar abit higher for
broadcast formats to break through.
Witness DAB in the U.K., which after
years of malaise — there and elsewhere,
including Canada — the addition of new,
compelling content (along with plentiful,
cheap receivers and strong, multifaceted
promotional campaigns) from U.K.
broadcasters finally established abeachhead, and the format is now enjoying
strong success there.
Replacement cycles
Radio is also in aunique position, for
anumber of behavioral reasons.
First, it already has such high penetration among U.S. households that conversion of acritical mass of receivers to digital — even with rapid uptake — will
take avery long time.
Second, consumer satisfaction with
radio, especially FM service, is quite high,

by Skip Pizzi
so there is little motivation to upgrade.
and somewhat contravening the
first two points, many new mhos are purSee PIZZI, page 12
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Switcher
Continued from page 10

With the presence of stereo audio,
there will be an L— R signal voltage
appearing between common/ground and
the summing point of R1 & R2. This signal will trigger transistors Q1 & Q2 to
immediately reset the counter and produce a "stereo" mode from the relay, and
keeps this mode as long as stereo programming exists. If the program audio is
monaural when the controller is first
powered up, the controller will remain in
the stereo mode until the timing interval
is complete.
The minimum sampling level of each
output of the audio processor with
respect to common/ground should be
approximately minus (—) 2dBm as measured with normal program audio. Steps
must be taken to ensure the two levels are
the same in monaural mode.
The timing interval with R3 at 100K is
approximately 5 minutes. R3 can be
replaced with ahigher value potentiometer to allow longer or shorter time interval adjustments.
Questions or comments can be
directed to Tom Lange at tlange@
sheboygan.k12.wi.us.
* * *
Randy Zippel of Comm Source Data

Fig. 3: Fiber-optic loops are
terminated in this compact
optical module.
Inc. has developed a site surveillance
product that is reasonably priced and
should greatly deter copper thieves and
site vandalism.
Originally marketed to cellular companies, which have endured some of the
same type of copper theft as broadcast
stations, the system is based on fiberoptic loops.
Called an Optical Ground Buss
Surveillance System, a thin fiber-optic
cable is looped through the equipment
being protected. This can be a ground
buss bar, fencing, even an air conditioner.
Both ends of the fiber-optic cable are
run back into the building to afour-zone
optical module, seen in Fig. 3. The mod-

Fig. 4: A NEMA4 enclosure can be
used to mount the optical module.

RF and can be looped through anything.
Several strands of fiber can be interlaced
through and along the perimeter fencing,
to thwart entry to the tower base. Spacing
these strands afoot to 18 inches apart prevents fence entry by cutting the fencing.
Holes can be punched along the copper
strap, in asimilar fashion, to keep it safe.
In addition to asiren and strobe trigger
output, there is a network operations
relay with dry contacts that can be customized for your application. The optical
module can be mounted in a NEMA4
enclosure, seen in Fig. 4, or attached to
the equipment rack inside the building, as
in Fig. 5.
More information on the system can
be obtained by emailing Randy Zippel at
rzippel@bellsouth.net or visit www.
csdata.com.
SBE's Educator of the Year, John
Bisset has worked as a chief engineer
and contract engineer for 38 years. He is

Fig 5: The module can also be mounted on an equipment rack.
ule senses a break in the fiber-optic
loops, which would be cut when the
thieves attempt to remove the ground bus
or other equipment. Interruption of the
fiber-optic loop triggers an alarm condition and siren.
The fiber-optic cable is impervious to

the northeast regional sales manager for
Broadcast Electronics. Reach him at
(571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com.
Faxed submissions can be sent to (603)
472-4944. Submissions for this column
are encouraged, and qualify for SBE
recertification credit.

Pizzi

many variables involved this time could
slow or speed its pace beyond the norm.
Of course, there is one other critical element in this transition that is unusual, and
it could also affect the ultimate outcome.

Continued from page 11

Sabre designs, manufactures and installs towers to meet
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Call Sabre today for all your tower needs.
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www.sabrecom.com • broadcastsales@sabrecom.com

chased today as part of something else
(e.g., cars, clocks, MP3 players, cell
phones, etc.), and not acquired as radio
purchases per se.
Thus the conversion process for transition to digital receivers among consumers
is necessarily slow and complex, and
therefore difficult to predict with any
degree of accuracy.
The best approach to take for ensuring
an ultimately successful transition is to
quickly include IBOC capabilities in as
many new radios as possible, without significant price impact, such that digital
receivers become the default design in
home, car and portable devices. Thereafter, it's a matter of waiting for the
replacement cycles to run their course.
Even under abest-case scenario, this
two-step process will take substantial time
to complete. Again, this is as it's always
been for broadcast transitions, but the

e

There more uniqueness here
No other broadcast format transition has
ever been driven so overtly by asingle corporate entity. Certainly other companies
were involved in the development of past
transitions, and had astake in their success
or failure, but the technology involved in a
broadcast transition has never been so
closely held and exclusively managed by
one company as it is for IBOC.
This is not necessarily a bad thing.
The existence of awell-established company that is exclusively focused on the
success of a format can help drive it to
early success.
Indeed, the lack of such singular focus
has been blamed for the slow pace or even
the failure of previous (i.e., purely standards-driven) broadcast formats. Particularly in the United States, aproprietary
See PIZZI, page 14
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The General Electric Phasitron FM Transmitter
A Legendary FM Modulator Tube Helped
This Fledgling Medium Out of the Nest
flea-powered classic Class D allocation, a 10 watt authorization, to
parity with the biggest mega-power
Is the glass half full or half empty?
commercial broadcaster at 400,000
This test divides the optimists and the
watts ERR
pessimists among us.
One of the most aggressive manThose rare few who see adventure and
ufacturers in this arena was General
opportunity. in every choice, question or
Electric, asignificant player in the
direction view the glass as mostly full.
broadcast equipment business at
Right now, many view the H2 channels in
the new digital FM signal as akin to a that time. GE would sell educational broadcasters everything they
few drops of water in the bottom of the
glass, academically interesting at best, an
needed, from soup to nuts, to get on
the air and making radio with a
annoying distraction at worst.
cost-effective package.
In the early 1950s, many saw the emerAt the simplest end was acomgence of FM on a new band ( 88-108
bination mixer board and 10 watt
MHz) as awaste of time and money. Only
transmitter along with two turntaafew visionaries, people who were ready
bles and afew mics. This package
to try different paths, create new audiences
would allow you to create great
and serve new needs, succeeded with FM.
radio for your school's campus
with the bonus of adjacent neighLate 1940s WFBL(FM) in Syracuse sports a GE Phasitron FM transmitter,
The GE exciter was
borhood coverage.
with 250 watt exciter at left and 3 kW amplifier at right. Stations were manned
Somewhere in the middle was a
by First Phone operators, hence the console. WFBL was in a Quonset hut; notice
elegant in simplicity,
popular sort of mid-power package
the curved wall. Steve Auyer, from whose collection this image is taken, said the
such as we had at WBJC(FM) in
station went on in 1947 but failed to make money and the owner returned the
a reliable performer
Baltimore. GE supplied a250 watt
license three years later. It is now WNTO.
transmitter, combination mono modwith superior fidelity.
1-B 250 watt transmitters, such as we had
signal, then multiplies this up 432 times to
ulation and frequency monitor, one-bay
Unfortunately the
at WBJC, and 260 of these were still
the FM channel of interest. With this high
halo antenna, 200 feet or so of coax, amixmultiplication, at the output, the signal
operating as mains, according to a letter
ing console, two turntables and a mic.
Phasitron's
from GE at the time. The mechanical
becomes frequency modulated +/- 75 kHz.
When it was over and done, the 125 watts
This modulation is introduced using
designer was Ross A. Lash and the elecof ERP provided Baltimore-area coverage
electromagnetic
trical designer was W.F. Goetter. H.B.
from the tower parapet of City College
essentially TV deflection concepts, elecThomas was the designer of the Phasitron
across from the old Memorial Stadium.
tromagnetically
influencing
the
concept was not
circuit used in the exciter.
phase/frequency of the frequency source
GL5593
inside
the
Phasitron
tube
using
a
surGE viewed itself as a source of both
equally effective
rounding magnetic coil. That influence of
transmitters and tubes, so it also offered
GE was confident that it was supplythe source is the audio of interest varying
the Phasitron to other manufacturers
ing a superior transmitter product, as it
above 20 kHz of
had beaten the frequency stability probthe magnetic field.
including Collins, AEL, REL and
audio input.
lem of FM by using direct modulation.
The GE exciter — essentially acomFederal, according to the John E Rider
The heart of this solution was its proplete 10 watt transmitter — did not need
publication " FM: An Introduction to
Frequency Modulation."
prietary, legendary Phasitron FM moduany of the complex, elaborate automatic
Edwin Howard Armstrong developed
lator tube, GL-5593.
frequency control (AFC) extant in other
Overall the GE exciter was elegant in
simplicity, a reliable performer with
wide-band FM technology — literally the
The Phasitron proportionately frequenproducts that used a reactance (phase)
whole concept, from mic input to speaker
cy modulates an ultra-stable, crystal-genermodulator.
superior fidelity. Unfortunately the
on the receiver — but World War II and a ated, very low subharmonic of the output
By 1962, GE had made about 300 BTSee PHASITRON, page 16
move from one band to another almost
put the kibosh on this fledging medium.
transition because it has kept some (parFinally, with the adoption of FM
ble-barreled power of such commercial
sound for TV and the availability of
drive coupled with the FCC's regulatory
ticularly the larger) consumer electronics
assent creates the perfect storm for digital
manufacturers from adopting the format
receivers (sound familiar?), it looked like
due to their lack of comfort with the
an open field run for FM.
radio's rapid establishment here.
Continued from page 12
Armstrong, like Allen B. Dumont in telunorthodox approach.
steward can establish anew format quickevision, viewed his role as more of an
You knew there was a
The impact of this licensing process
ly and decisively. In the absence of such
'but' coming
on pricing also is an issue. As noted
entrepreneur than atechnocrat. He realized
that the bigger the audience, the bigger
an entity, promotion of the format has to
On the other hand, the concentration
above, for digital radio to achieve the
would be the returns on his patents and the
be taken up by trade associations or an
of an entire broadcast industry's transidefault status it needs to begin achieving
tion in the hands of asingle corporation
wide-scale penetration, its incremental
greater the positive use of his work.
industry consortium, and/or is left to the
To further this universality, Armstrong
often uncoordinated marketing of various
brings unprecedented risk. If Ibiquity
cost over analog radio components must
made many bold moves. He established a interested manufacturers.
Digital were to fail as a company, the
approach zero.
network of stations utilizing FM's superiThe existence of asingle entity also
entire U.S. radio industry's future could
Any such obstacles to rapid growth are
simplifies the licensing of required intelor fidelity, chaining them together via
be threatened.
particularly problematic because the tranoff- air pickup and garnering a large
lectual property to manufacturers, and can
Such adire outcome is unlikely, given
sition needs to be seen as having consispotential audience.
provide well-orchestrated implementation
that several large radio broadcasting
tent new wins in deployment, both on the
He also allowed "educational stations"
support to such licensees. ( In the stancompanies are major investors in the
broadcast and the CE sides. Any perthe use of all his FM patents for $ 1a dards-based case, apatent pool can provide
firm. And even if the current corporate
ceived slowing in momentum makes
year. A new concept in broadcasting,
the one-stop IP licensing, but it typically
structure were to suffer reorganization,
those on the sidelines stay put rather than
these stations had been given the
does not offer any implementation help.)
administration of the IP and other
jump in. So forecasts of slow growth can
"reserve" portion at the bottom of the FM
Moreover, the ongoing development of
processes critical to the ongoing transibecome self-fulfilling prophecies and add
band (88 MHz-92 MHz).
the format is enhanced greatly by the
tion likely could be carried on by one or
to the servo effect that could drag the
continuing existence of asingle commermore other firms.
transition down, perhaps even to ahalt.
Package deal
cial developer. The relatively quick
Nevertheless, as we acknowledge that,
Clearly the current U.S. transition to
This generosity created another oppordeployment of incremental improvements
like other broadcast transitions, this one
digital radio possesses aunique structure
tunity, this time for broadcast equipment
to the HD Radio format subsequent to its
is taking its good sweet time, it remains
that serves as a two-edged sword.
manufacturers.
initial design (e.g., multicasting, surround
the first one to run its course with acorWhether its forehand or backhand action
Suppliers moved quickly to sell "station
sound, conditional access) already proporate clock ticking over its head.
wins the day remains to be seen.
packages" to educational institutions
vides ample testimony to this.
Ironically, the unusual licensing strucSkip Pizzi is contributing editor of
nationwide. Such licenses ranged from the
It could be further argued that the douture of IBOC may also be slowing the
Radio World.

Photo courtesy Steve Auyer via Mark Humphrey

by Charles S. Fitch
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Continued from page 14

Phasitron's electromagnetic concept was
not equally effective above 20 kHz of
audio input. With stereo and the introduction of the cost-effective varicap diode,
the Phasitron went the way of the dodo.
The last Phasitron transmitter I
encountered was a250 watt unit that was
serving as a standby for a Los Angeles
radio station in 1970; it was still type
accepted and licensable at the time.
FM's dominance of the radio marketplace today makes it difficult for many to
realize that it took a50-year meandering
march from near-oblivion — with many
owners turning in their licenses as worthless — to the present, when some licenses are worth hundreds of millions.
The Phasitron and these GE rigs gave
FM broadcasters with vision a tool to
make reliable, hi-fi radio asuccess.
These rigs were not the only ones with
personality and astory. Please share with
us your tales of early FM. E-mail the
author do Radio World at radioworld@
imaspub.com. Past Milestone columns
are archived at radioworld.com.
Sources used in this story include the
following. For information concerning
the Phasitron, visit www.w9gr.com/
ge-fm.html. About Armstrong: www.
fathom.com/course/10701020/sessionl.
html. Also see Lawrence Lessing 'sbook
"Man of High Fidelity: Edwin Howard
Armstrong" and "FM Atlas" by Bruce E
Elving.
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HD-R Commands Attention at Radio Show
by Leslie Stimson

promote the dealership option. Alliance
ads run in all day-parts, including drive
time, several sources told Radio World.
"In all of our discussions with automakers, Ford has consistently demonstrated both the will and the resolve to be
industry leaders in this arena," said
Alliance President/CEO Peter Ferrara.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. The announcement that Ford Motor Co. is including
HD Radio receivers as an option across
all of its product lines, coupled with the
GROUPS IMPLEMENT
recent publication of the FCC's IBOC
ITUNES TAGGING
rules in the Federal Register, gives HD
Radio more certainty in the market, proCBS Radio, Clear Channel, Cumulus,
ponents believe.
Cox,
Entercom and Greater Media forSupporters hope the Ford decision spurs
mally announced they are in the process
other U.S. automakers to include HD
of installing iTunes Tagging technology.
Radio receivers in the dash. "It's critical
We had previously reported Clear
for us," said Greater Media Vice President
Channel had begun adapting its automaof Radio Engineering Milford Smith.
tion systems in all stations broadcasting
At The NAB Radio Show here, more
in HD-R to support tagging and that other
receiver manufacturers announced HD-R
HD Digital Radio Alliance member
product coming out this year and vendors
groups were discussing licensing agreeshowed new transmission equipment comments with Apple so that they too, could
patible with iTunes tagging for HD Radio.
support iTunes tagging.
Gear for conditional access and surround
With tagging, consumers who hear a
WHUR
GM
Jim
Watkins
shows
an
oversized
version
of
the
sound related to HD-R was on display.
song on their HD Radio stations — and
WHUR HD Radio Club Card.
More broadcast groups said they are supporting the iTunes tagging technology
important development in the progress of
with HD Radio just after the show.
'We embraced HD Radio as a mature product.'
the technology's market penetration.
Shortly after the optimism surrounding
While HD-R is an option now, propothe convention, however, came a setback
nents believe it will become standard.
for the technology. At the start of October,
— WHUR(FM), Washington GM
Ibiquity Digital President/CEO Robert
Citadel Broadcasting halted transmissions
Struble said in an interview that FM,
in HD-R at night on its AM stations due to
Jim Watkins
stereo, RDS, CDs and other audio
interference complaints. The broadcaster
improvements began as options but are
hoped to determine exactly what was
want to preview, buy and download it latits multicast stations — "create a comoccurring and to work with Ibiquity on a now standard equipment for many autoer on iTunes — will be able to do so by
pelling combination at the right price."
mobiles.
resolution (see story, page 1.)
touch a "tagging" button on an enabled
More than 1,500 radio stations in the
The dealer-installed HD Radio receivHere's aroundup of notable HD Radio
HD Radio receiver. Two receiver makers,
U.S.
broadcast
in
HD
Radio,
with
more
er
option
is
now
available
nationwide
on
news at the fall convention.
Polk and JBL, said they would soon have
than 700 stations also airing multicasts,
nearly all model year 2008 Ford, Lincoln
such receivers on the market.
and Mercury vehicles. The HD- R according to Ibiquity Digital and the HD
The Polk I-Sonic Entertainment System
Digital Radio Alliance.
FORD OFFERS HD-R
receivers can also be installed on several
Because the HD Radio receivers are a 2 and the JBL iHD will both include the
earlier models from 2005, 2006 and
Tag button. These products will go on sale
dealer option, price points will vary,
2007.
One of the "big three" U.S. automakers,
in the fourth quarter. Additional products
Kim Irwin, vehicle personalization and
according to Ford.
Ford Motor Co. has become the first U.S.
that
include the tag button for both the
To
support
the
launch,
on
Sept.
26
accessories
manager
for
Ford's
Customer
automaker to offer HD Radio across multisome 700 Alliance stations in atotal of home and car will follow in early 2008,
Service Division, said in the announceple product lines, including Ford, Lincoln
according to proponents.
100 markets began airing a "multi- miland Mercury. Participation by such a ment that the improved audio, text and
See SHOW HD-R, page 20
lion-dollar, 13-week," spot campaign to
data features of HD Radio — along with
prominent U.S. automaker is seen as an
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Features

Analog FM Modulation Monitor with upgrade path to H5) Radio
•Accurate off-air monitoring of audio level and carrier modulation
• Measures FM pilot & subcarrier injection and incidental AM noise
Includes RBDS decoder with display and alarm for loss of
RBDS data

'Includes alarms for audio peak, audio program, RF carrier
and RBDS

M112A

DaySequerra

Optional AM off-air measurement including C-OuAM AM Stereo

www.daysequerra.com

Optional Ethernet remote control with logging, alarms and 100
scanning presets

DaySequerra • West Berlin, NJ 08091
sales@dayseqerra.com • 856-719-9900
02007 ATI Group Inc.

Highly efficient
transmitters.
Forward-looking
design.
Enhanced support.

For nearly five decades, BE has helped you get
the most out of your equipment investment
by giving you the best possible return on your
money and time.
Whether converting to HD Radio or purchasing
a new analog rig, let BE show you how we can

Broadcast Electronics Inc
Tel: (217) 224-9600
www.bdcast.com
bdcast@bdcast.com

help add profits and subtract headaches.

Total Radio. Guaranteed.
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HD Radio"' Scoreboard
The HD Radio Scoreboard is compiled by Radio World using information supplied by iBiquity Digital Corp the HD Digital Radio Alliance. BIA Financial Netork ana
other sources. Data reflect best information as of September. This page is sponsored by Broadcast Electronics. HD Radio is atrademark of iBiguity Digital Corp.

Top 10 Markets by Total Number of Stations on Air With HD Radio
Rank

Market

# of Stations

2

Los Angeles

40

3

Chicago

37

5

Dallas- Ft. Worth

31

22

Denver- Boulder

28

Philadelphia

28

11

Detroit

27

4

San Francisco

26

1

New York

26

9

Washington

25

8

Atlanta

25

10

Boston

25

7

Top 10 Markets By % of Stations on Air With HD Radio
Rank

Market

22

Denver- Boulder

79

Stockton, Calif.

9
19
2

L

# of Stations

% of Stations

28

54.9%

7

53.8%

Washington

25

48.1%

Tampa- St. Petersb_irg-Clearwater

22

45.8%

Los Angeles

40

44.9%

12

Miami- Ft. Lauderdale- Hollywood

24

43.6%

40

Indianapolis

19

43.2%

11

Detroit

27

42.2%

52

Buffalo- Niagara Falls

13

41.9%

46

West Palm Beach- Boca Raton

13

41.9%

Source .Data above is from BIA Financial Networks data service MEDIA Access Pro

TM

and also includes Ibiquity information Visit www.bia.com
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Continued from page 18

Apple's Vice President of iPod
Product Marketing Greg Joswiak called
iTunes tagging, "a great way for local
broadcasters to jump into the digital
music space and for consumers to easily
discover new music on their HD Radio
and enjoy it with iTunes and their iPod."
"When asked about the possibilities
for HD Radio broadcasting my response
is always the same — the opportunities
are limitless," stated Dan Mason, president and chief executive officer at CBS
Radio. "This announcement is proof positive that HD Radio technology is asignificant advancement for the radio industry, one that will afford our listeners with
greater access to the music they discover
on our stations."
FM radio continues to be the place
where most consumers are introduced to
new music and new artists, according to a
May 2007 study by Jacobs Media. It
found that 54- percent of respondents
FIRST

Additional broadcast groups said they're supporting iTunes tagging with HD
Radio. The new Polk
ES2 and the JBL iHD will include the tag button.
identified FM radio as their number one
source for new music, far outdistancing
the second ranked source in the poll,
friends and other people, identified by 11
percent of respondents.

STUDY: THREE OF FOUR
LISTENERS AWARE OF HD-R
Disputing recent studies that say public awareness of HD Radio is low, the

PERSON

In Search of an HD- R Receiver
1love radio.
The company at which Istrive makes
technical radio products, including one
for HD Radio. Ihave been reading about
HD Radio for years. Ihave been listening
to ads on a local station for their HD-R
channels for more than ayear and have
checked out IBOC signals on a number
of my beautiful spectrum analyzers.
And yet: Ihad never, not even for an
instant, ever heard an HD-R channel, so I
decided to purchase one.
Shopping for an HD Radio
My first effort was this June.
With only slight inconvenience Ihave
the option of taking a very commercial
route home that winds its way past any
number of large shopping venues, including a Barnes & Noble, a defunct
CompUSA and my destination for this
adventure, an enormous Circuit City in
Totowa, N.J.
Just guessing, but Iwould say that the
establishment has perhaps 30,000 square
feet of merchandise, tastefully arrayed in
islands and alcoves, on walls and even on
the ceiling, where an especially large fixture was suspended with a 360-degree
array of CRT monitors exhorting me to
buy some sort of game-console gadgetry.
Iwas surprised to see this because it
looked like it weighed (literally) aton, and
if there were ever a candidate for flat
screen displays this was it.
Within the compass of this vast retail
enterprise was a substantial section for
LCD and plasma "teevee" sets, and even a
large section devoted to music served on
plastic.
Radio World's HD Radio Scoreboard is published
in alternating issues Selected data is from Bles MEDIA Access
Pro'"; the scoreboard also
uses information supplied
by sources including

BIA

fn

Inancir

iBiguity Digital Corp, the
HD Digital Radio Alliance
and RW's own research.

www.bia.com

netw•rk

Thousands of CDs of every persuasion
except, of course, for anything Iwould
ever listen to.
Circuit City
Iarrived at this emporium about an hour
before closing time. An ideal time, really,
because it's too early for the salestrons to
be focused solely on going home but too
late for apress of customers to throng
every available red-shirted customer consultant (or however they style them).

Moments later Ifound myself in the
auto-entertainment alcove, filled with
Sirius and XM gadgets. The Sirius radio
on demo was playing Jerry Garcia's "The
Wheel," so Iwaited til it was finished and
asked the sales guy, unaccountably wearing ablack shirt, if they had HD Radios.
At least they have their story straight;
he pointed me to the teevee area and
agreed with his predecessor that only a
red shirt would do. Igave up and returned
to the teevee area. Almost needless to

HD Digital Radio Alliance cites research
from Critical Mass Media that says three
out of four listeners are aware of HD-R.
The study, conducted in September,
finds that 31 percent of listeners polled
said they are interested in HD-R. Critical
Mass said those polled cited improved
sound quality and local content of HD2
stations as key drivers to growing interest.
The Alliance said that unlike other
research done with online polls, which it
argues tend to be unreliable, the Critical
Mass telephone interview survey was
balanced across age and sex demographics and screened accordingly.
One recent poll from Paragon Media
Research said four years after its introduction, awareness of HD Radio lags far
behind Internet and satellite radio.
Paragon SVP Bob Harper said broadcasters frequently ask him if HD Radio
has legs. "The months ahead will determine if we have ahuge disaster or higher
demand when it comes to HD Radio."
"Programming variety, less talk and
fewer interruptions are helping to drive
See SHOW HD-R, page 22

HD Radio at one of the largest consumer
electronic dealers in the United States of
America. What does this say about the
future of HD Radio? Idon't know — that's
why they call it the "future."
Progress!
There was progress in afollow-up visit
on Sept. 14.
Same commercial route, same Circuit
City, different security guy. Iwalked in,
deliberately looking bewildered. This
requires no acting talent on my part.
A guy in the Verizon booth piped up,
"Do you need help?" I've never quite figured out how to answer that, but Iasked
if he knew where the HD Radios are. He

Photo by Leslie Stimson

by Richard Factor

October 24, 2007
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HD Radio receivers, shown at Ibiquity's offices. The author describes his experiences shopping at national retailers.
Mission- oriented dude that Iwas, I
almost immediately looked for the
"radio" section. (
Almost because Ican't
pass up checking the weekly depredations the LCD "teevee" manufacturers are
committing on each other.)
Of course there was no "radio" section. Radios are no longer something,
although they're often in something. As I
wandered the aisles, a gentleman asked
me if he could be of assistance.
"Hi! I would like to buy an HD
Radio."
"I'm sorry, Ican't help you; Idon't
work in that department. You could try
one of them." ( All quotes are approximate.) He pointed to the section Ihad just
left with the LCD teevees.
Since Ijust came from there and had
seen no sign of HD Radios, Idecided to
continue wandering.

say, the salestron there immediately told
me to go see the guy in auto entertainment. "You mean the guy in the black
shirt?" So it seems.
You see where this is going.
Without attempting to recreate further
quotations, Ican report that of all the
people Iasked, only one actually seemed
willing to admit that he had never even
heard of HD Radio.
He was by far the most useful. He took
me to the "boom box" area where they
had one that looked like it was ready to
attack the next passer-by. It was called an
"xplod." Did it have HD Radio? He
shrugged.
Actually there was another useful one.
He's the one who asked, "Have you tried
RadioShack?"
My mission was afailure, at least for the
moment. Apparently you could not get an

told me to check in the Auto Section.
Miracle!
The sales guy not only had heard of
HD Radio, he pointed to one that they
had on demo. It was avery nice-looking
JVC car radio for $ 199.99. (When Igot
home and checked the Web site, it had
been reduced to $ 159.99. Not bad for a
drive of afew miles.)
Iasked him if they simply had an HD
Radio Icould buy to listen to at home. He
said there were none in stock.
Were they expecting any? Without flatly saying "No," he pretty much indicated
that Ishouldn't skip any desserts while
waiting.
The author is chairman at Eventide
Inc.; these are his personal views, updated for Radio World from postings on his
blog at www.priups.com/riklblog. Reach
him at rcf@eventide.com.
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Show HD-R
Continued from page 20

awareness and interest as awhole," stated
Alliance President/CEO Peter Ferrara.
"Although we still have work to do in
increasing consumer awareness and interest, HD Radio has clearly grown exponentially the past year."

MARTIN: NO ADDITIONAL
PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATIONS
At the same session, when asked about
revising its radio ownership rules, Martin
said rather than applying more public
interest obligations on digital stations, it
would help if the commission could better quantify what broadcasters do for
their local communities. The FCC is
updating related forms and intends to
place those online, he said.

HD RADIOS SOLD
ON CàVC
About 500 HD Radio receivers were
sold on QVC in just over 20 minutes.
Three models were shown Sept. 26, the
night The NAB Radio Show opened in
Charlotte: the Polk Audio I-Sonic Audio
Entertainment System, which includes a
DVD/CD player; the Visteon HD Pulse,
an HD- R tabletop clock radio; and the
Radiosophy HD 100, also atabletop.
Each radio enjoyed about eight minutes of airtime, starting at 10 p.m.,
according to Ibiquity.
The HD Digital Radio Alliance promoted the show with member station
radio spots in 100 markets.
QVC Senior Vice President of
Merchandising Mary Campbell said the
broadcast was an opportunity for consumers to learn about the technology and
purchase products while Alliance
President/CEO Peter Ferrara called QVC
"a unique home retail environment that is
ideal" for helping consumers discover
new content on HD Radio.

MARTIN: FINALIZING HD-R
RULES FCC PRIORITY
Kevin Martin says finalizing HD Radio
rules is one of his agency's top priorities.
That's what the commission chairman
told NAB Radio Board Chairman Russ
Withers during the FCC Breakfast.
Finalizing rules regarding subscription
services will be important, too, Martin
said.
"We want to encourage the radio
industry to take advantage of what digital
radio offers. The burden is on us to finalize those rules so they'll be able to do
digital services," he said.
Asked how long he thought radio's
digital transition would take, Martin said,
"I think the easiest way to make that
decision from aconsumer standpoint is to
let that transition occur naturally."
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1,500 STATIONS ON-AIR
WITH IBOC
Ibiquity Digital said the 1,500th HD
Radio station went on the air during the
show: Clear Channel's rock- formatted
WROV(FM) in Roanoke, Va.

Washington, GM Jim Watkins during a
session on HD Radio for managers.
One of the early seed stations for the
technology, the station still gives away an
HD Radio aday.
WHUR includes the digital branding
on all products alongside the station
branding, he said. Displaying several
logoed products, Watkins held up agiant
WHUR HD Radio Club Card. Promotion
of HD Radio is critical to its success, he
told managers.
"We can't control the price of the radio.
What we can control is how we promote
the service to our listeners," he said.
In that same session, Jeff Detweiler,
Ibiquity director of broadcast business
development, pointed attendees to
Ibiquity's new Web page devoted to
iTunes tagging that states the necessary
software upgrades stations will need to

'The months ahead will determine if we
have a huge disaster or higher demand
when it comes to HD Radio.'
— Paragon SVP Bob Harper

Ibiquity President/CEO Robert Struble
said about 500 stations converted this
year. "That's more than one aday."
Also, more than 700 multicast stations
are now on the air, according to the technology developer.

DOYLE: LOOKING FOR
THE 'MISSING' 200
During a legal session, FCC Audio
Division Chief Peter Doyle noted the
1,500 station figure and dryly noted that
according to the agency's database, only
1,300 stations have filed the proper notification. "If you're one of the 200, please
let us know."

WHUR EMBRACED HD-R
AS MATURE PRODUCT
"We didn't want our HD-R to end up
like quadraphonic sound. We didn't worry about whether it was the chicken or
the egg. We embraced it as a mature
product."
So said WHUR(FM),

their HD Radio transmission equipment
to support iTunes tagging.

NRSC REVISES AM STANDARDS,
ADOPTS NEW GUIDELINES
The National Radio Systems Committee revised and streamlined its AM
standards. The members also voted to
adopt two guideline documents and to
retire one AM radio receiver standard.
The AM Subcommittee has spent the
last three years working on revising those
standards. Now the work is done, said
committee co-chair Stan Salek of the
broadcast consultancy Hammett &
Edison.
The group revised NRSC-1 (AM preemphasis/de-emphasis and broadcast
audio bandwidth specifications) and
NRSC-2 ( emission limitation for AM
broadcast transmission).
It also deleted NRSC-3 (audio bandwidth and distortion recommendations
for AM broadcast receivers) and moved
the receiver response curves, the most
relevant portion of the standard, into

NRSC-1, according to Salek.
The standards have been updated to
incorporate IBOC information.
A lot of what the group has done is
streamline and update the voluntary standards. Much of that text was last written
to accommodate AMAX, the promotional program to get receiver manufacturers
to produce radios that had increased
bandwidth. The idea was to improve the
AM part of the receiver.

...ADOPTS NARROWER
BANDWIDTH
RECOMMENDATIONS, TOO...
A separate document, called "NRSCG100," illustrates "the relationship of
transmitted analog AM bandwidth with
interference considerations as related to
receiver test results:' Salek said.
We previously reported that NPR
Labs was characterizing 30 or so
receivers, on the bench and in the field;
that research was for the NRSC. The
tests were to determine how much of the
bandwidth they recover from an AM
transmitted signal.
"Mainstream receivers never did go
out as wide as the 10 kHz NRSC standard," said Salek. The idea is to better
match up the transmitted signal with
what the radio can receive.
Discussion in the document describes
how to narrow the transmitted analog or
digital bandwidth. The general recommendation is 7kHz, he said.
When Clear Channel narrowed the
transmitted bandwidth on its AMs to
some 5kHz about two years ago (astory
that RW broke), the concept was controversial. That's why this discussion is not
part of the standard but placed in aseparate document.
Clear Channel Radio's Jeff Littlejohn,
who led the Clear Channel narrowing
move, co-chairs the subcommittee, which
will exist until at least CES. After that,
the roughly 15-member group may go on
hiatus until needed again.

... AND MAKES ANALOG,
DIGITAL RECEIVER
DISPLAYS JIVE
The NRSC also vote on aharmonization guideline for transmitted and
received RBDS and digital program display data.
See SHOW HD-R, page 23
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Citadel
Continued from page 1

only HD operation as soon as possible...."
The company received interference
complaints from listeners and stations on
adjacent channels, the latter from both
Citadel- and non-Citadel-owned stations
in and outside the markets.
Most of the complaints center around
50 kW Class As, Stabbert said, although
internally, Citadel has also observed
effects from lower-powered stations on
adjacents at night.
Stabbert stressed that Citadel's action
is not a criticism of Ibiquity nor of its
technology. The move, however, comes at
atime when the impact of AM digital at
night, which only recently was OK'ed by

radioworld.com

HD RADIO NEWS
the FCC, is being closely scrutinized by
those who believe it could fundamentally
damage the band.
With this action, Citadel, amember of
the HD Digital Radio Alliance, offered
itself as atestbed to Ibiquity for itself and
other radio groups.
Of the issue overall, Stabbert said, "It's
an unknown, and that's why we're stepping back to work with Ibiquity to make
it aknown. Ican only see that good will
come from our stance of stepping back to
evaluate performance."
Ibiquity Digital said it has received few
complaints about interference and that the
"vast majority" of feedback it's received
about AM nighttime has been positive.
"We understand Citadel's caution and
are working with them to understand
what they are experiencing and to address
their concerns," said aspokeswoman.

It took some time to get feedback after
the stations began running 24/7 in HD-R.
"I would imagine some people listening
the first couple of nights wondered what
was going on but didn't call the station,
especially since the [ nighttime] launch
was over aweekend," said Stabbert.
Some stations had no complaints, he
said, and roughly the same number did.
Listeners who have complained say
they hear hiss and adjacent-channel stations say they hear noise on the channel,
he said, adding that most of the impacted
adjacents are stations Citadel owns.
After 'Stepping Back,'
What t Next?
Citadel and Ibiquity were figuring out
the next steps — and who would pay for
what — earlier in the month.
Stabbert said Citadel employees have

I Radio World

been measuring the effects of AM nighttime IBOC subjectively — by ear — so
far; it's working with Ibiquity to determine what equipment and resources are
needed to devise aresolution.
That may involve some on/off testing
and/or reducing the injection of the digital energy into one or both sidebands.
"We have a general idea of what's
going on; as we step back, we can do
empirical testing with Ibiquity," Stabbert
told Radio World.
He couldn't guess how long the
process would take, noting "The sooner
we step back and evaluate the next move,
the sooner we can make that move. If
there is a problem, we want to help
Ibiquity tweak it so that it's less of an
issue, or anon-issue."
— Leslie Stimson

Show HD-R
Continued from page 22

The text blending concept has to do
with matching up RBDS and HD Radio
text fields.
The idea is to have broadcasters, transmitter manufacturers and receiver manufacturers all on the same page as far as
how information on the radio is displayed
so it matches up when you're driving
around and the IBOC radio blends to
analog or vice versa.
The guideline also suggests how to
make the information, such as artist
name, song title and station info, display
in the same manner whether the radio is
receiving analog, an HD main or a supplemental channel.
The digital radio broadcasting subcommittee worked on the guideline, cochaired by Kenwood's Mike Bergman
and Journal Broadcast Group's Andy
Laird.
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"Logitek makes audio distribution abreeze."
"WFLS needed alot of flexibility in
audio routing and mixing, and we
wanted it at areasonable price.
Logitek was our answer. With the
Audio Engine router and some
easy-to-use control heads, it's
simple to access audio in six

KBCO, VVRIF WIN NAB
MULTICAST AWARD
A Clear Channel station in Boulder
and a Greater Media station in Detroit
took home the NAB's first HD Radio
Multicast Award.
The association said its judges chose
The Studio C Channel of rock station
KBCO(FM) in Colorado and Riff2 at
rocker WRIF(FM) in Michigan to share
the honor, which the NAB launched this
year to help promote creative multicast
programming.
The Studio C Channel features only
songs recorded in KBCO's Studio C.
Artists include performers like Sarah
McLachlan, Jackson Browne, Steve
Winwood, Elvis Costello, Matchbox
Twenty, Sheryl Crow and John Mayer.
Riff2, featuring local artists and other
non- mainstream performers, was
launched two years ago.
The award was established to recognize stations using HD Radio technology to its fullest through innovative or
groundbreaking programming on amulticast channel. Stations were asked to
submit info including programming, onair personalities, promotions and branding elements, as well as anything else
that established the multicast channel
with a separate identity from the main
station.
NAB President/CEO David Rehr presented the awards during his keynote on
Sept. 27. e

studios for the four radio stations
at our site. We can move audio
everywhere and it's so much easier
than what we were doing before.
"Our Logitek installation included
aMosaic digital console in the
WFLS studio. It was amazingly
simple to install and all of our
jocks loved it right away.
"Logitek's customer support is
impeccable— it's the best
customer support we have had
from any company, bar none."
Chris Wilk
Engineer, WFLS
Fredericksburg, Virginia

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081
info@logitekaudio.com
2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

1.800.231.5870
713.664.4470
www.logitekaudio.com
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Product Capsule:

Denon Has Network Connectivity to Boot
DN-C640 Offers Web Interface, RS-232, S/PDIF-AES
Outs, GPI Closure. Oh, Yeah, It Plays CDs Too
DN-C640 can easily be integrated with it.
Way to go, Denon.
As for the quality of the hardware itself,
When Iwas asked to review the DNwell, it's a Denon. Those of us who've
C640, Iread the features sheet and saw
that it included an embedded Web server. I used the company's other pro-audio stuff
thought to myself, "This is going too far." , over the years have come to appreciate the
solid construction and crystal-clear sound;
Nowadays, it has gotten to the point
this one is no different.
that there's network connectivity in
Ifound only two annoyances. Neither is
everything from remote facility conashow stopper but they need to be mentrollers to consoles, but a CD player?
tioned.
What possible use could that be?
First, Denon's other pro CD players
As it turns out, it's quite useful
because that network interface provides a have DSP-based features like oversampling to deal with the ( now aging) base
lot more than just remote control. More
by Stephen M. Poole

on that in
a moment; for now,
I'll assure you that if control is what
you're looking for, the DN-C640 has
more choices than a buffet: Web interface, hand-held remote, RS-232 and GPI.
Full disclosure
The manual looks like the usual translation into English and doesn't explain
some features, such as audio fade-up and
fade-down. But Denon Professional is to
be commended for publishing the complete specification on the RS-232 protocol,
which basically offers the same range of
control as the handheld remote.
A lot of equipment today comes with
great connectivity, but it's not documented
and/or will only work with special (often
expensive and proprietary) software. If
you have an automation system that will
transmit plain ASCII serial strings, the

CD spec of 16 bits at
44.1 kHz. The DN-C640 apparently does
not. From my reading of the manual,
while the AES outputs can use a48 kHz
clock rate, the bit rate is still limited to 16
bits, even when playing a24 bit WAV file.
Second, though the DN-C640 can be
rack-mounted, Denon recommends you
provide additional support for the rear if
other, non-rack- mounted equipment is
placed in arack atop the unit.
The rear contains ahost of connection
points: there are both "pro" and "consumer" analog outs, S/PDIF and AES
outs and, of course, the aforementioned
100Base-T network jack, aDB-9 for RS232 and a DB-25 for dry-closure GPI
control.
The front-panel buttons are well laid
out and have agood feel, providing tactile
feedback. A multi- purpose jog wheel

allows you to step through tracks and to
zero in on aselection.
The display looks dinky at first glance,
but it is adequate. The large letters can be
read from several feet away. Finally, a
front-panel headphone jack with volume
control allows you to monitor the audio
directly — useful for cuing selections prior to air.
When Ifirst powered it up, the display
said "Booting," which drew afew chuckles. A CD player that "boots"!
It takes almost aminute to completely
finish initializing, but it's all plus from that
point on. Anyone who has used older
players like the DN-951 will recall that it
sometimes took them forever to load the
TOC or to switch tracks. This unit is much

quicker and provides ahost of controls to
select and preview tracks, do searches and
shuttles through tracks and even "time
warp" — you can change the playback
speed by up to 12 percent.
Buzzers and bells
Here's where the DN-C640 really
shines.
To start with, operation is smooth; it is
very easy to zero in on the precise selection you want to play. You can even mark
aportion of atrack for later playback, and
the unit offers fade-up and fade-down of
the audio.
For example, suppose someone wants
to play ashort clip off aCD and does not
have time to dub and edit before it goes on
air. Once you get the hang of it, you can
slap in adisc, mark the selection and then
put it on air in short order.

Denon DN-C640
Network CD Player

Thumbs Up
Well built, good sound
/ Flexible, with excellent control
over playback
/ Web interface
/ Can play from disc or network,
several different file formats
Playlists can be made to provide
weeks(1) of continuous audio
/ Excellent price/performance ratio

Thumbs Down
IMIMM

/ Relatively long boot time
/ Only 16 bit, no oversampling on
CD playback
/ User's manual is adequate, but
lacks some details
PRICE: S899 list
CONTACT: Denon Professional at
di
16301 741-0330 or visit
:
www.d-mpro.com.

Better yet, the DN-C640 isn't limited to standard CDs. Data CDs and
DVDs containing MP3 or MPEG
(MPG), WAV or WMA files also can
be played. Not all of the editing functions
are available with some of these formats
(not surprising with compressed ones like
MP3s), but this improves storage dramatically. A small station on abudget could
use acouple of these players with DVDs
to hold an entire playlist.
Now for the Web interface. Believe me,
this is where you begin to see even more
possibilities.
The DN-C640 starts as avery good pro
CD player. Once you add in the networking, it becomes acomplete audio play station, able to use anumber of different file
formats off of disk and off of a shared
folder on the network. You can use it to rip
cuts from CD or DVD to that shared network folder too.
This thing could play back audio for
days or even weeks. You can create an
See DENON, page 26
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Implementing MusicMaster was simple
and inexpensive. We used one of our existing
servers to host the database. Once training
and installation were completed, everything ran
without aproblem.Aside from routine updates,

See

Truly Custom Music Scheduling Software

what the excitement is about.

MusicMaster required no maintenance. Our
users love the GUI interface. Powerful features
like the ability to hear scheduled songs and
to reconcile the logs continue to prove the

GO TO:

value of this music scheduling platform!

www.mmwin . com
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For Analog Dependability
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thousands of broadcasters great

Millenium Analog Consoles still offer

T•AlliFkIkW M

sounding audio performance.
e.

With solid-state switching, rugged
LED- lit keypads and total DC audio
control, Millenium Analog Consoles are
known for 24/7 reliability. When analog
fits the bill — the best value is Radio
Systems Millenium Consoles.
Analog, Digital or Livewire —
only Millenium lets you choose.

specify:

For Digital Configurability
When digital is the requirement —
/////////////
/////////////

Millenium Digital Consoles are built to
provide full digital quality and performance.
With io mix- minus outputs, simultaneous
analog and digital stereo buses and FREE
factory digital channel upgrades, Millenium
digital consoles are engineered for your
digital future.
Analog, Digital or Livewire —
only Millenium lets you choose.

Millenium

'VIEW I
RIr.
:

For Network Connectivity
Millenium Livewire consoles feature IP
audio connectivity AND local studio mixing.
Connect your local studio sources to
12

channels of studio mixing and select

facility-wide sources on LCD displays.
Radio Systems combines the power of
Livewire networking with the functionality
of astudio stand-alone console package.
Analog, Digital or Livewire —
only Millenium lets you choose.

Livewire is a registered trademark of TLS Corp.

Analog, Digital or Livewire...
only Radio Systems lets you choose.
Radio Systems, Inc. • 601 Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000 • Fax: 856-467-3044 • www.radiosystems.com
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Aphex 240 Combines Gate, Compressor
Dynamics Processor Is Affordable Dual Comp/Gate
For Easyrider-Craving Live, Studio Engineers
by Stephen Murphy
Hardware audio processors struggle to
find relevance in the increasingly virtual
studio world, but dynamics processors
such as Aphex Systems' Model 240 enjoy
strong demand from the live production
and broadcast markets. Competition
among manufacturers remains stiff within
these markets, however.
Aphex traditionally has aimed to differentiate its products from the old industry
standbys and inexpensive imports through

inch outputs are for unbalanced use only.
The operating level for each channel
is selectable between +4 dBu and — 10
dBv via rear-panel switches. Also on the
rear are two 1/4 inch key insert points
(TRS send/return configuration) for
adding an equalizer before the threshold
detector circuit or inputting an external
key source
Each channel consists of a LogicAssisted Gate section followed by an
Easyrider compressor section. Gate controls include threshold (-60 dB to 20 dB),
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now: ' aphexauralexciter'). As the company expanded into high-quality, innovative dynamics processors and preamps, a
lingering association with the original
Aural Exciter may have led to the belief
that the company was aone-trick pony.
That erroneous perception hopefully
is long in the company's past. Like the
several Bryston power amps Ihave
owned and brutalized for 20-plus years
(and worship for their stalwart performance), Ihave the utmost respect for
Aphex products. The Compellor became
one of my all-time favorite pieces of
gear at my commercial facility; all of the
Compellors (and the excellent 612 and
622 gates) continue to function flawless-
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Product Capsule:
Aphex 240 Dual-Channel
Gated Compressor

Thumbs Up
,/ Dual-channel gate and compressor
XLR and 1/4-insert I/O
./ Flexible balanced or unbalanced
operation
./ Patented Logic-Assisted Gate
and Easyrider Compressor
technology

Thumbs Down
./ Lacks built-in key filter control

PRICE: $ 599
CONTACT: Aphex Systems at
18181 767-Z9Z9 or visit
www.aphex.com.
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full attack- hold- release
cycle. This has the ultimate
effect
of
consistent
gating performance
ly,
despite
constant
use
for
more
than
15
attack
(4
uS
to
100
mS),
hold
(
5
mS
to
its sound quality, reliability and innovative
without incidents of chatter, late or early
years.
500 mS), release ( 100 mS to 1S) and
features. This review sees whether the
closings and other misfirings.
The Aphex 240 continues the Aphex
depth (2 dB to 80 dB). The fixed-threshAphex Systems Model 240 gated comCompared to typical gate/compressor
track record with aconfidence-inspiring
old,
program- adaptive
Easyrider
pressor ($599) meets these goals.
combos, the 240's gate section provides
build quality and, as Ihave found with all
Compressor section features a 3:1 ratio
a generous set of controls, including an
Aphex pro-level products, an impeccably
with a medium-hard knee. Its simplified
Channel features
all-important depth control. This makes
clean signal path.
The Model 240 is asingle-space rack- set of controls includes Drive (compressor
the 240 suitable for anything from fullsection input gain), Speed (basal time conmount analog dynamics processor featuron gating to subtle downward expansion
Track record
stant adjust; effectively, release time) and
ing two channels of compression and gatfor reducing unwanted ambience and/or
Logical control placement and some of
Output level.
ing. The channels can be operated
noise (perfect for TV studios and lessthe best front-panel labeling Ihave ever
Other front- panel features include
independently or linked for stereo prothan-perfect locations).
seen
made
learning
and
operating
the
240
power, stereo link and processing bypass
gram use. The 240 combines Aphex's
Iwould be remiss if Ididn't lament the
aquick and intuitive affair. In high-prespatented and award- winning Logic - (per channel) buttons. A unique metering
omission of abuilt-in key filter control,
sure situations, these are essential qualischeme simultaneously displays achanAssisted Gate and Easyrider compressor
for which Iwould gladly sacrifice the key
ties; qualities that were sorely lacking on
technology, and links them together in a nel's gate gain-reduction status (downinsert point. Of course, then someone
a
competitor's
product
I
recently
used
at
ward-moving
dot)
and
compressor
gainunique, interdependent relationship.
else will complain there's no external key
abroadcast facility. It's always gratifying
Each channel has XLR and TRS 1/4- reduction status (downward-moving red
insert.
to experience something done right
bar) on asingle 10-segment LED meter.
inch inputs ( in parallel) and outputs
The compressor section of the Model
immediately after toiling with something
My first encounter with Aphex prod(independent, impedance balanced).
240 seems woefully lacking at first
just the opposite.
ucts was, as for many engineers of acerInput connectors can be fed balanced or
Most compressor/gate combo units I glance, considering that it consists of
tain vintage, the ubiquitous Aural Exciter.
unbalanced signals; the impedance-baljust three controls, two of which are
have used invariably give the short shrift
The company and the novel product
anced XLR outputs can feed balanced or
input and output gain. But Ifound to my
to
one
processor
or
the
other
(and
somebecame
fused
to
many
(
say
it
with
me
unbalanced destinations, while the 1/4
surprise the compressor section quite
times both). Although there are a few
effective for most applications. Between
obvious controls that would have been
site, you could even update and upload
the program-adaptive Easyrider technolincluded on a single-purpose processor,
audio on the fly.
ogy and the unified Speed knob, it was
Aphex pulls off the dual-channel comHere's one more idea: Many stations
easy to dial up appropriate settings and
pressor/gate trick far more seamlessly
stream on the Web now, but need to cut
tweaks. Its fixed 3:1 ratio combined with
and with greater flexibility than any othout agency spots to avoid paying royalties.
Continued from page 24
a reasonably hard knee proved to be a
er
similarly
equipped
unit
I
have
used.
The
DN-C640
might
be
ideal
for
that.
You
M3U listing (sometimes called aWinAmp
good design choice for covering the
This success is due in part to Aphex
could put in aCD or DVD loaded with
playlist') that pulls in cuts from both the
greatest range of uses.
PSAs and instrumental music, make up a Systems' established Logic- Assisted
network and CD/DVD, interspersed in any
Gate and program- adaptive Easyrider
playlist, then have it fire into the streaming
order, and be limited only by space on the
Conclusion
compressor technology, and in part to the
computer (via GPI closure or serial string)
disc and/or in the network folder.
It should be noted, especially for onunique manner in which the two procesanytime an agency spot comes along.
When you first boot up the DN-C640,
air use, that the fixed threshold nature of
sors are linked. Instead of two processors
One final recommendation: Plug it into
by default it will use DHCP to obtain an
the compressor requires abit more care
ignorant of the other's existence, Aphex
aUPS. Like most digital equipment, its
IP address from your network. You can
(and two hands) to increase or decrease
has joined its processors in acooperative
brains could become scrambled if there
use the front- panel buttons to find that
gain reduction without noticeably affectgate/compressor marriage ( legal in most
were a power surge or brief outage.
assigned address. Write it down ( ex.,
ing output volume.
states), avoiding the common and wholly
Having it on an uninterruptible supply also
'192.168.50.100'), then go to any Web
Aphex Systems has made some of the
unwanted
situation
where
the
gate
is
will
prevent
the
need
to
wait
for
a
lengthy
browser on that same network, enter that
finest products Ihave used in studio and
closing (reducing the signal level) at the
reboot before you can use it again.
IP address and you'll see the main control
broadcast applications. The Aphex 1100
same time that the compressor is releasAt asuggested list of $899, this thing is
screen for the DN-C640.
is second only to APIs as my first-call
ing ( increasing the level).
abargain, considering all that it can do.
The first thing you'll want to do is to
high-end mic preamps, and Ihave yet to
Aphex achieves cooperation between
I've seen prices online under $700, makassign a static IP address to it. Then
find any products that rival the transparthe processors by intelligently "freezing"
ing it even more of adeal.
browse to that address, bookmark that
ent leveling of the Aphex Compellor or
the compressor's operation whenever the
Istrongly recommend this unit, even to
page and before long, even the more techflexibility of the 622 gate.
gate is closing or closed. The 240
nically- challenged amongst your staff stations that might think they don't have
The Aphex Systems Model 240 inhergate/compressor combo performed better
much use for CDs anymore, what with
could be working with playlists and ripits many of its predecessors' traits and
in this respect than my usual path of two
most audio being stored on hard drives
ping audio into the system.
technologies and links them together in
single-function processors in series.
today. But once you really get to know
A number of possibilities came to my
an effective package that's sure to
If you haven't used an Aphex product
what the DN-C640 can do, you'll become
mind while Iworked with the DN-C640.
impress demanding broadcast, live and
equipped with aLogic-Assisted gate, you
convinced that it's averitable Swiss Army
I've mentioned that it can be integrated with
studio engineers.
will be impressed with both its ease of
knife for audio work. Anyone with agood
an automation system, but that's just astart.
Stephen Murphy is studio editor for
operation (especially in setting a proper
For example, you could place one of imagination can come up with ways to use
Radio
World's sister publication Pro
threshold)
and
flexibility.
In
a
nutshell,
it
to
address
needs
in
the
average
facility.
these at atower site with aDVD to proAudio Review. His Web site is www.
the Logic-Assisted gate ensures that once
Stephen Poole is an engineer with Crawvide backup if you should lose your STL.
smurphco.com
the threshold is reached, it triggers the
If you have Internet access at that tower ford Broadcasting, Birmingham, Ala. e
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Simian - radio automation and
digital playout system.

Audio Logging

SkimmerPlus - skimming and
audio logging with web playback.

Stinger - Instant Access to 288
'rapid-fire' audio files.

WaveCart - the original on- screen
cart machine replacement.

Complete Systems

Systems - fully configured with
hardware, software and music.

CD Ripping
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Speedy - fast CD ripping with
automatic file tagging.

AudioScience - professional
sound cards built for broadcast.

Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com
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tem, we got the NewsBoss software for
our news department. It has been agreat
program for our news people over the
years. We can send news stories to our
Web site, capture various news wires, get
puter setup. In air control there is an
WFCJ Has Used BE System for Sending News to
e-mail and now receive faxes from The
AVAir/AVSat computer for on-air operaWeather Channel.
tion
for
live
and
full
satellite
operations,
Web Site, Controlling Satellite Receivers, Switchers
The AV-Scheduler program has helped
and a second unit for play and record.
us to streamline our logging. We generate
The AudioVault has turned out to be a The newsroom and production both have
by John Graham
our main log for on-air operation and our
play and record computers with producChief Engineer
good, reliable automation system for
HD-2broadcast. Clocks are easy to setup
tion setup as abackup to air control. Two
WFCJ(FM) Worship-HD2
WFCJ.
and change as needed. We have it netother computers are setup with the
worked through the Vault system for easy
AVNet screen to record network proFamiliar face
DAYTON, Ohio WFCJ(FM) is anonoperation from different studios.
The station had been using atransmitgramming and control our Wegener Unity
profit religious radio station that has been
The AVRip utility is aCD rip program,
ter and cart decks — both made by BE — 4000 satellite receivers.
operating in Dayton, Ohio, for over 45
which is agreat tool for transferring
years.
song and long-form programs into
In 1995, the station built new stuthe Vault. The Import/Export utility
dios due to agrowing need for space
is another program to transfer audio
and to be prepared to take advantage
in and out of the Vault system. Iuse
of new technology. During that year I
it to transfer acut out of the Vault to
had gone to NAB to see what was
send to aclient for their approval.
coming in the way of technology. I
These two utility programs Iuse on
saw the use of computers to automate
my office Vault save me a lot of
various operations of a station, digital
time when waiting to get the use of
consoles and HD Radio.
astudio. My office has become my
As areligious station, most of our
own private production studio.
programs were sent to us in the mail
Over the years, Ihave had to
by tape or cassette, but times were
adapt the AudioVault to various
changing. Our programmers were
changes in our operation. We use
beginning to send their programs to us
AudioVault to control satellite
by satellite, and Ineeded away to capreceivers and switchers. The AVAir
ture them.
computer sends out data to our RDS
So I'd built a unit of Mr. Coffee
encoder and HD operations with
timers and cassette decks to record
artist and song title information. In
them. We used that setup for five years
the future we are preparing for store
but the demand was too much for the
and forward technology that we will
system. During the studio build-out, we
be using with the Vault system.
decided we needed to move to acomNow completing 11 years usage
puter-based operation and use it to help
with the AudioVault system, Ican
in recording various daily programs.
say that the tech support from BE
Idecided Ineeded acomputer sysMidday Announcer Jim Williams is shown in WFC.J's on-air control room using the
has been there to help when anew
tem the staff was not afraid to use and
AVAir screen and a production screen.
use for the system is needed. BE
could easily understand. It needed to be
also has auser forum for users to share
for several years. So Iknew what kind of
Ihave a play and record unit in my
adaptable to change and have good tech
office that Iuse to setup playlists, check
and trade ideas around with each other. I
support the AudioVault system would
support. Ilooked at companies Ithought
audio, edit cuts and add cuts as well. In
have used it many times to help solve a
have behind it. The screens for Play and
would still be in business five to 10 years
problem before Ineed to call the factory.
2006, WFCJ began to broadcast with HD
Record looked just like our BE cart
down the road to support this system.
For more information, including pricand multicast so another AVAir computer
decks, so the staff adapted well to the
In 1996, the decision was made to go
ing, contact Broadcast Electronics at (217)
was added to handle operations.
with Broadcast Electronics and its
system.
When we bought the AudioVault sys224-9600 or visit www.bdcast.com.
Currently our system is an eight-comAudioVault system.

AudioVault Adapts Well to Change

Our focus is always on our # 1 product:
Radio Automation for Terrestrial & Internet Delivery
MedoTouc h

Dynamic On-Air screen layout - simple transition from your old system to software
that is truly- state of the art

13

AUTO
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um.

7 5th Generation Radio Automation with the latest advances in Audio-over-IP, RDS

e".

and Internet streaming

-

7 Simple, Revolutionary, Steadfast with unparalleled support for our products

11111:111

TOLL FREE 888-665-0501
Web. www.imediatouch.com
Email. sales@imediatouch.com

Download

Radio Automation

Digital Logging

Internet Radio

Revenue Solutions

HD Radio

a demo at
www.imediatouch

MILISICAM USA

True Wcirld ILleacluer tra IP CcicIc

Introducing our next
generation of IP Audio Coders
featuring

lefr iesiMa

IP DUAL AUDIO CODEE

•Includes LAN, ISBN U & Sir,
and X.21 interfaces standard
•Auto backup to ISBN from
IP or X.21
•Built-in Web server for
control and monitor from
remote locations
•Includes SIP protocol over IP,
MPEG2, MPEG3, MP2/4 AAC,
apt-X, 6.722, G.711 & PCM
•Portable and Decoder Only
versions also available

4 5141131
0

•Up to 14 full-featured IP
codecs housed in one unit

4

/

4

/

11

MULTIPLE IP CODEE

•Each module is hot-swappable
•Ideal for multicast applications
•Redundant Power Supplies
•Comes fully loaded with every
available algorithm included
•Monitor large systems with
SNMP management

Visit our webs/fe to view the MUS/CAM USA Product Portfolio and contact MUSICAM USA, the IP
technology leader, for more information about how easily our products can help you master tie
"audio over IP" direction for your station(s). We are already shipping products to major groups
and small stations alike. Check our references and let's go!

CCS

MUSICAM USA

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
phone: 732-739-5600 - fax: 732-739-1818
email: sales@musicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com
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ENCO technical support, as Iwas quickly relayed to Dave Fuller from ENCO on
his "car phone" (as cellular service was
referred to at the
time) driving with
his wife to his mother-in-law's house in
Indiana.
Dave, going 70
miles an hour with
one hand on the
wheel and his other
hand holding his
mailbox- sized "bag
phone,"
quickly
triaged our network
over
the
phone
(`...so we have two
Seagate audio Drives
and two IBM data
drives showing in
Novell? Well, that
gives us something
to work with!').
He had us back on
Esbjerg creates rack space to install the new
the air within 20
ENCO server: 'Idetermined the directional
minutes. Over the
AM controller and EAS unit being removed
years, calls of every
were probably nonessential.'
level of urgency have

Vermont Stations Ditch Carts for DAD
WVMT, WXXX Use ENCO's Digital Audio Delivery
System to Provide Live-Assist Logs, Full Automation
by Mark Esbjerg
Operations Manager
WVMTIAM)/VV)001(FM)
BURLINGTON, Vt. When WVMT
(AM)/WXXX(FM) was shopping for a
new audio delivery/automation system
years ago, we had been using an early —
and we felt, primitive — simple automation system from another company for
three or four years. The process to load
and program it was slightly more complicated than Iimagine it was to launch a
nuclear ICBM.
It took two disc jockeys wearing
sidearms and an inch- thick manual
almost as much time each day to get the
hing ready to air as it would be to staff

the station in real time. The only upside
to the process was that we integrated
automation at the same pace that
announcers left our employ, so no one
was "replaced by automation."
Customary service
Chief Engineer Mike Seguin shopped
the major systems available at the time
and decided to go with ENCO Systems'
DAD system for automation and digital
audio distribution for the two stations.
He found that ENCO was able to accommodate the different needs for our
news/talk and CHR formats, and provide
features to help us streamline operations
as the needs of the business evolved over
the years.
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to the AirPlay live playback user interface.
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ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worldt readers. Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising call Claudia at
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

With ENCO's help he created custom
import software to easily integrate our
current traffic and music systems into
ENCO to provide live- assist logs for
WXXX and full automation for WVMT.
WXXX announcers left behind their
beloved carts and the incredible fidelity
and reliability of spinning magnetic tape.
WVMT used ENCO's timed record
capabilities to grab and air both short-and
long-form features from an automatically
switched bank of satellite receivers.
WVMT/WXXX had our new ENCO
network up and running for exactly four
days when, sensing that our chief engineer had left the state, our new nonENCO supplied UPS unit had an identity
crisis and turned itself into an Easy- Bake
Oven. Icame to the station on the
Saturday before Mother's Day to experience that lovely "burning electronics"
smell in the server room and two radio
stations off the air.
At that point in the 1990s, ENCO
apparently had not determined how to
run its equipment without electricity, and
Ihad not at aglance learned to determine
exactly what was frying in the rack. This
is when we first experienced the excellent

been handled by ENCO technical support
with the utmost of expertise and professionalism.
In addition to phone support for training and troubleshooting, ENCO can log
into our terminals remotely to help with
setup and configuration, to the point
where our engineer was able to leave us
and make some real money working for
public radio.
Denouement
We recently completed an entire
ENCO network replacement after our old
system was crippled by alightning strike
this past summer. The old network, while
damaged, still functioned until the new
gear was delivered and installed.
And apparently in the interval between
the time we first installed the original
ENCO and now, Microsoft has gotten
into the business of server operating systems. Iam almost at the point where I
can put away my DOS command cheat
sheet.
For more information, including pricing, contact ENCO Systems at (800)
ENCOSYS
362-6797
or
visit
www.enco.com.
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Simian Goes to the Drive- In
by Jack Ondracek
Contract Engineer and
Theater Owner
BREMERTON, Wash. Much has been
said about the flexibility and "cost vs. feature ratio" of Broadcast Software
International's Simian automation software. Over the past five years we've
worked with the system, we've had every
opportunity to evaluate the entire package,
from many of the software and hardware
configurations to our ongoing relationship
with BSI's sales and support staff.
As an owner, daily user and contract
engineer for various installations of BSI
systems. Ican say from experience that
BSI scores extremely high in every area
I've experienced.
In comparing Simian automation to
other systems, it's easy to say that it will
handle most everything you can dream
up, and do it well. Simian is equally at
home with " music on hard drive," full
automation, live-assisted formats, satellite, network and streaming tasks.

put to use; playing pre-show and intermission music and commercial content,
switching the projectors on, mixing digital and analog audio channels, and controlling perimeter lighting with relay contacts from the Broadcast Tools switchers.
We did just that. Our multi-instance
version of Simian has "run the show" at
our three- screen Rodeo Drive- In over
the past five years, and has turned out a
polished, daily program that would be
difficult, if not impossible to duplicate
manually.
Rather than run from the opportunity,
the BSI folks took our theatre application

nowid.

The touchscreen monitor shows
one of four Simian programs
that operate three projectors and
provide music programming.

and treated us as they would atraditional
broadcast customer. They assisted with
interface suggestions and worked through
some initial kinks, just as they would
have if we had been calling from aradio
station. That, along with attendance at
their training seminar pretty much sold
me on their product quality and company
commitment.
If you're looking for areliable and reasonably priced product, with flexibility
that's likely limited only by your imagination, and aqualified and dedicated support structure, Iencourage you to look
into the products of Broadcast Software
International.
For more information, including
pricing, contact BSI in Oregon at (888)
BSI-USAI ( 274-8721) or visit www.
bsiusa.com.
'effl.i1PR11111111111rWIPPIRPARMWM11
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Would you expect
to see a broadcast
automation system
in charge of the
projection booth of
a drive-in theater?
Integration with satellite receivers,
switching hardware from Broadcast
Tools, logging and music scheduling
from Natural Software and the full range
of sound and mixing cards from Audio
Science make it easy to configure your
ideal package. Depending on your experience and criteria, the fact that you can
build your own computer platform or
purchase one "ready to go" from BSI is
an added plus.
Given the reasonable prices for the
software and service packages BSI
offers, it amazes me that they are able to
provide a high level of ongoing support
for the product. But they do it, and do it
well. The software is written and tested
in-house, so the support people are able
to replicate any problems and work out
solutions in short order. BSI also hosts a
yearly training seminar, which can further enhance your knowledge of the system's capabilities.
On-air, on-screen
Speaking of flexibility: Would you
expect to see abroadcast automation system in charge of the projection booth of a
drive-in theater? It happens that this was
our first experience with the product and
its manufacturer.
Consider for a moment: What is a
movie projector but aplayback device for
film, much as our old cart machines and
reel-to reel decks were for tape?
In both cases, acontact closure from
the outside can start the device. Handling
audio and cue triggers from the playback
are literally the same. Once you get past
the originating machinery, it's not hard to
see how a system like Simian could be

Success comes from knowing what you do best, and then doing it. At ENCO, we know
broadcast software, and that's what we do. DAD, from ENCO, is reliable, powerful audio
playout and automation that's easy to use...and affordable to purchase. Since 1992, ENCO
has provided mission critical systems to small, medium and large markets as well as major
radio networks and groups. Your business depends on the audio you play, and you can rely
on DAD.
Playing your audio. It's what we do. It's all we do. And we do it well. Call us today for the
ultimate upgrade to your existing automation system and experience what sets ENCO apart.

ENCO. When Playing Audio Really Matters.
(800) ENCO-SYS
(248) 827-4440
www.enco.com

ENC1
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WOOP Plays Appalachian on Digital Jukebox
by Jerry Venable
Executive Director and
General Manager
WOOP(LP)
CLEVELAND, Tenn. WOOP(LP) is a
low-power non-commercial low-power
FM radio station operated by anonprofit
arts organization, the Traditional Music
Resource Center.
The mission of the organization is the
preservation, performance, broadcast and
performance of music traditional to the
Appalachian area of the southeast United
States.
The music format of the 24/7 station
is traditional country music, bluegrass,
old-fashioned gospel music with roots,
acoustic, cowboy and samplings of other
related music forms liberally included in
the broadcast day. There are no compensated employees and our air " talent"
consists of any individual with an interest to have ashow on our little community radio station.
Truly a niche broadcaster, WOOF
faces the typical low-power broadcaster
challenges, servicing an audience with a
narrow interest music format, really low
power and reach, surviving in anoncommercial revenue environment, maximizing the value of capital expenditures and
integrating technology so the 24/7 broadcasts are automated by asystem that also
can allow a once-a- week show host to
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Digital Jukebox On-Air Screen
operate it without supervisory or engineering support.
WOOF would not and could not exist
without areasonably priced, fully-functional automation system. That's what the
Digital Jukebox is for this organization.
Our first experience with the Digital
Jukebox dates to early 1998 when a
predecessor entity to the arts organiza-

Afar
.1

Toned • Partly ready

Mike Carta
Broadcasting To The Universe

•

tat 4.4

tion became one of the first "radio" stations to broadcast live, 24/7 radio- style
programming over the Internet.
First impressions
Although computer automation was
not an "infant" at that time. it was still
struggling through puberty compared to
today's state-of-the-art systems.
Today's challenges of routing, networking and Cat-5 integration replaced
the simple, but real 1998 challenge of
having a system that would stay on the
air with the Windows 95 operating system. The Digital Jukebox was the
answer; it was affordable and used the
DOS operating system, and that marked
TECH

the beginning of our relationship with
Digital Jukebox that continues today.
In recent years, when the instability of
Windows 95 was replaced by the stability of Windows XP, the Digital Jukebox
was programmed to use the new operating system, and networking, Web interfaces, remote administration and largesize storage devices created amazing
opportunities for a small, niche broadcaster like WOOF.
While we have been long-term users
of Digital Jukebox, our organizational
capital and operating budgets cause us
constantly to review what is available in
automation systems for the initial and
recurring dollar outlays.
For us, the answer has been and
remains the Digital Jukebox because it
provides what we need: value for our
invested dollars. There are systems available for smaller outlays, but we have
found none that provide the features, reliability and support of Digital Jukebox.
Dollars aside, Digital Jukebox lets us
have a radio station when it would be
impossible to broadcast without a
dependable automation system that
keeps playing the music.
Necessary
Features that are critical for WOOF
are easy to identify.
First, the interface is user-friendly,
intuitive and easy to learn and operate.
We have no experienced radio talent;
each new program host is a "tabula rasa"
experience, including the 70- year-old
grandmother with a gospel show on
Sundays. She learned the system quickly,
but clicking the mouse (without doubleclicking) remains an insurmountable
challenge.
The large-capacity storage devices
have given us an opportunity to build a
big music library that includes all seaSee WOOP, page 33

UPDATE

Radio-Assist Adds 5.1, 7.1 Support

fee Digital
Subscriptions!

Netia says its RadioAssist 7.5 range of digital
51 1
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now supports both 5.1 and
wwww-7.1 multichannel audio, from
acquisition through to broadcast. Users can record an
input containing up to 5+1 or
7+1 channels, edit that content using the Snippet tool
and broadcast finished media
through the Air-Cartstack
application.
Radio- Assist 7.5 allows
The U-Share Network Management System,
production staff to record,
Located Within the Radio-Assist Interface
edit or prepare playlists while
working within a single
application. The software suite features tools for acquisition, sound-file editing,
commercial and music production, newsroom systems, scheduling, multicasting
and administration, and it adapts to the requirements of individual radio facilities or
radio groups, according to the company.
In addition to multichannel audio support, a number of new features boost
flexible handling of media within production and playout processes, such as integration of Netia's U-Share network management system, which automates the
exchange of content over to latest transmission platforms to ease the distribution
of audio content from one site to multiple destinations.
Additionally. the Feed- In IF Mode supports daily scheduling of automatic
recordings of external programs, and custom Axia IF-Audio networking components are available bundled with the Netia software to enable delivery of audio
from an audio workstation running Windows to an Axia audio network.
For more information, contact Netia in New Jersey at (888) 207-2480 or visit
www.netia.net.
.
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NOINEERING EXTRA
Radio Wor dEngineering Extra, the radio
industry's top resource for credible, high-tech
engineering information, has gone high-tech
itself! Subscribers can now choose to receive
their issues in adigital format, delivered right to
their desktop The digital edition contains all the
same great articles of the printed edition, with
bonus live web links and rich media content.
To start receiving your digital edition of Radio
World Engineering Extra, fill out the form at
http://www.radoworld.com/subscribe/rwee/digital/.

Sign-up Tr
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Will the Real Caller 10 Please Stand Up?
Stations Use NeoWinners Software to Organize
Contest Information and Weed Out 'Prize Pigs'
by Alex Byrne
Promotions Director
Springfield Rock Radio Group
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. When Ijoined
the Springfield Rock Radio Group —
WAQY(FM) " Rock
102"
and
WLZX(FM) "Lazer 99.3" — Iwas pleasantly surprised to find apiece of software
the promotions department had at its disposal which was incredibly helpful in
streamlining contests, liner scheduling
and prize fulfilment.
In the past, the stations Ihad worked
for had been handling contests manually
with paper forms for years.
We had difficulty tracking winners to
ensure they waited 30 days before winning again, and weeding out the "prize
pigs," the guys who try to fool the on-air
staff and win several times aweek. The
station jocks would even occasionally
skip over on- air contests because they
didn't have the information they needed
right in front of them; or they simply
didn't have any reminder on the screen.
We also had some issues with winners
showing up at the front desk looking for
their prize, and their information had not
yet been processed, making us look
unprofessional.
These problems would occur because
there were so many people involved in
the prize process, and there was no central point for the information to be
housed.
Did Iwin?
Springfield Rock Radio Group found a
product that seemed to contain all the
necessary functionalities to help aradio
team be more efficient: NeoWinners from
NeoGroupe, which claims more than
100 radio station clients, including in the
United States and Canada.

NeoGroupe helped with training and
in establishing the database. Since then,
any information regarding contest winners is found in NeoWinners.
Producing guest lists for events now
only takes acouple of seconds. We just
print the appropriate report and can email this directly from the program with
the embedded functions.
At a glance, jocks find their contest
log together with instructions so they no
longer need to look through athree-ring

Alex Byrne
binder or on aprinted log. Front- desk
employees can now immediately look for
a name and find the appropriate winner

instantly. There is even barcode management if necessary. Many useful functions
are available that ease contests and follow-ups.
This program has saved us a lot of
time — particularly myself as the promotions director — and allowed us to be
less dependent on others in the office. I
can be out of the office for meetings, or
take a day off here and there, and feel
comfortable knowing that contests, liners, promos and prize fulfilment will continue smoothly. NeoWinners helps the
promotions department, and our stations
as a whole, be more organized both on
and off the air.
For more information, including pricing, contact NeoGroupe c/o Telos
Systems at ( 210) 757-4700 or visit
www.neogroupe.com.

PHIZIENIX
The most flexible unit for remote and
studio transmissions

Audiocodecs for IP

It offers as astandard feature an IP connection plus
two slots for communication boards to operate
simultaneously.
With the most advanced protocols allowing
communication with other equipment manufactures
that adhere to compatibility standards.

Continued from page 32

sonal music, special- interest or event
music and live performance recordings.
With alegacy of Internet broadcasting,
WOOP streams its audio signal online at
its Web site, www.woopfm.com. The
Digital Jukebox interface to place the
song title and artist information on our
Web site to accompany the audio stream
was almost too simple. We are in process
of installing an SC100 RDS encoder and
will soon be sending this same song title
and artist information to RDS-enabled car
radios, just like the "big boys." Digital
Jukebox allows us to be the high-tech
rednecks.
Finally, and in aselfish way, having an
automation system that integrates seamlessly to the Internet allows me as the
executive director and general manager
to access the computers by remote control no matter where Imay be physically
located. This is a luxury for any barebones organization.
For more information, including pricing, contact Digital Jukebox ( 888)
On Air- 99 ( 662-4799), or visit www.
digitaljukebox.com.

Design to be compatible with current and future
equipment, it offers awide array of encoding modes
in mono and stereo.

Phoenix Mobile
• Powerful battery LITHIUM ION POLYMER with
longer battery cycle.
•Transparent protecting cover and carrying case.
• Designed for tabletop or on-the- go shoulder
strap carrying case.

Phoenix Studio
• Digital and analog inputs and outputs.
• A companion for the PHOENIX MOBILE on the
standard IP transmission, ISDN, X21/V.35 and

• With IFB (coordination) or back up channel

Digital Hybrid operation modes.

connection.

AEQ offers wide selection of communication and audio equipment
• Digital and Analog Audio Consoles and Routers. • Wreless broadcasting transceivers for radio and television OB operations.
• Applications for talk-show, multiplex and On-Air multi-conference. • Professional pocket-size audio recorders. •
Automation software for ON-Air, production and news. • Multiplexers, A/D converters, monitors and digital commentary
system for large broadcasting sport events.

For more infonmation visit our web page www.aeq.eu
AEQ USA
Phone: + 1954-581-7999 Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 ( US only) Fax: + 1954-581-7733
e-mail: salesFeaeqbroadcast.com website: www.aeqbroadcast.com

nternational Sales
Phone3491686 13 00 Fax: + 34 91 686 44 92
aeqsalesaeq.es website: www.aeq.eu
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D.A.V.I.D. Facilitates Workflow at WNYC
by Angelo Bello
Digital Audio Network Engineer
WNYC New York Public Radio

41.401. DaiMme basorep.
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NEW YORK WNYC New York Public
Radio has chosen the D.AN.I.D. DigaSystem for asset management and content
delivery as we embark on amajor expansion and relocation project in 2007-08.
For an organization the size and scope
of WNYC, the transition to an all-digital
media asset and automation delivery system presents challenges in primarily two
distinct yet interrelated areas: the human
network and the machine network.
By "human network" we mean the relationships and workflows among staff
members that handle tasks ranging from
content creation, scheduling, broadcasting
and archiving, to broadcast and ondemand delivery of content to Web and to
the airwaves.
By "machine network" we mean the
hardware and software components needed
for successful delivery of content to listeners. The D.A.V.I.D. system has provided the
tools for facilitating the paradigm shift at
WNYC, in both the way we think about
content and the way we deliver that content.
Customized metadata masks
The modularity and flexibility of the
system make possible the translation of
complex relationships and workflows
between staff members into transparent
background tasks, freeing staff to concentrate their efforts on content itself, as
opposed to concentrating on tedious and
repetitious routines or on problem-solving.
Below are case studies of such tasks, illustrating how the D.A.V.I.D. DigaSystem
has functioned as an aid té problem-solving and work-flow efficiency.
With version 3 of the D.A.V.I.D.
Database Manager, it is possible to create
customized metadata masks that cater to
specific departments and functions.
For example, WNYC's archive of historical audio is on various formats ranging
from wax cylinders and acetate plates to
CDs and DAT tapes. The PBCore specification, which defines amultitude of fields
describing archival assets, is the template
for a customized metadata mask that
allows WNYC's archives department
accurately and robustly to describe acatalog that exceeds 30,000 individual items
and is growing rapidly.
Likewise, acustomized metadata mask
is defined for WNYC's music catalog, as
well as for news-related content. These
independent assets are accessible by users
across the station, since the D.A.V.I.D.
Database Manager is the entry point into
WNYC's assets, permitting cross-usage for
features, programs and special projects.
Media transfer
One of the strengths of the D.A.V.I.D.
system is its ability to convert content into
multiple file formats and distribute that
content to multiple destinations, as background processes transparent to the user.
For example, if auser needs to deliver
content to the Public Radio Exchange
(PRX), a simple drag and drop into a
database table, or a simple click on a
check box on the metadata form, initiates
aconversion and delivery task. The content is delivered to the PRX FTP site
without further intervention by the user.
Content can be distributed internally
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DigaSystem Database Manager is shown with Web browser functionality
switched on. The default page in the browser has been configured to open
WNYC's custom CMS data entry page, allowing users to enter metadata for
content that is to be published to the Web site from the D.A.V.I.D. system.
as well, allowing WNYC to publish content on our Web site (daily scheduled
programming, newsbreaks, specials),
immediately after it has been broadcast.
Automated recording schedules capture
the content, MP3 ID3 metadata is inserted automatically, and content is converted and sent to our Web server
As we deliver increasingly varied rich
media to our Web site, the D.A.V.I.D.
system is capable of handling amultitude
of formats and media types ( video,
USER

NewsBoss; Music, Music Master scheduling software; Web, aproprietary CMS
developed in-house.
The D.A.V.I.D. system can exchange
metadata among these four databases,
allowing us to maintain existing workflows if required, as we further migrate
into D.A.V.I.D.
At the same time, this exchange of
database information has provided opportunities for, in some cases, the elimination of now unnecessary workflows. By
exchanging metadata between D.A.V.I.D.
and our interactive Web CMS, for example, users can provide information at a
single-point-of-entry, eliminating redundancy and information transfer by proxy.

graphics, text, in addition to audio), and
can, for example, deliver podcasts at various bit rates, mono or stereo, depending
on the content.
Bidirectional metadata exchange
Four primary departments at WNYC
— Archives, News, Music and Interactive Web — have been using four separate databases to catalog and manage
assets. Our archives department uses
Microsoft Access; the News department,

Drag-and-drop
The D.AV.I.D. system's drag-and-drop
capabilities include the ability to drop
content from the Database Manager into
the EasyTrack editing tool, the
DigAIRange scheduling tool, as well as
the DigaROC on-air player.
Users also are able to drag content from
the Database Manager directly into an
open ProTools session, where the content
can then be incorporated into large production pieces. By installing ProTools and
the DigaSystem on the same PC workstation, the transfer of content between the
two networks becomes seamless.
Additionally, with the use of portable
Flash recorders that appear as attached
hard drives once connected to aD.AV.I.D.
workstation, WNYC reporters are able to
transfer content recorded in the field
directly into the DBM via drag and drop.
For more information, including pricing,
contact D.A.V.I.D. Systems at (888) 3743040 or visit www.davidsysterns.us..
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CKLB Keeps 'Live, Friendly' Feel With CDS"
by Dane Gibson
Executive Director
CKLBIFIVI)
YELLOINICNIFE, Northwest Territories CKLB(FM) is owned and operated by the Native Communications Society
of the Northwest Territories. Our newly
remodeled studios áre on the shores of the
lake in Yellowknife, Canada. Our main
frequency is 101.9, but we utilize more
than 30 repeaters to reach our listeners in a
broadcast footprint that spans more than
1.2 million square kilometers.
Two years ago, Icentered my attention
upon upgrading our station's broadcast
automation system to present-day standards. Iresearched the major systems by
various big-name vendors before awarding our project to Pristine Systems.
Live feel
Pristine Systems' CDS" PRO software
suite fulfills our talent-driven, live-assist
mornings, afternoons and early evenings.
Each of our announcers is a talented
and respected leader in our community.
Our solution also allows us to provide
complete walk-away programming in the
evenings and overnights as well as the
weekends, while maintaining a live and
friendly feel. Many of our announcers
have been stopped while in town and
asked, "What are you doing here? You're
on the air."
One cool feature is Smart Promo.
CDS" looks down amusic log and assembles slick "Coming up next"-style promos
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CDS' is shown playing a music log.
from your music library in real time.
The voice tracker allows our talent to
see the music log and record "dry" or
"wet"; the announcer gets the feel of
actually being on the air because he hears
what will play in real time. The announcer can create voice tracks from any CDS"
workstation in the building or from the
Internet. We often have more than one
announcer simultaneously cutting voice
tracks for the same station.

The CDS" automation plays commercially available music libraries and audio
files. Uncompressed PCM, MPEG Layer
II & III, DolbyAC2, ADPCM and other
formats are supported. This eases importing audio files from adigital editor, thirdparty music provider, advertising agency
or the Internet.
CDS" imports traffic logs from any
traffic company, but we selected Summit
See CDS", page 37

The Landscape has Changed.
GROW YOUR REVENUE
WITH MYSIMBOOK
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MySimBook's radio partner program gives broadcasters the power to
resell mobile marketing packages and provides arich information
channel to dramatically enhance the FM broadcast experience.
Text Message Marketing delivers advertising and promotional messages instantly to
mobile phones through SMS ( Short Messaging Service).
Shortcode Marketing allows listeners to easily text in keywords to your designated
shortcode and in amatter of seconds they'll receive content, promotions, deals or
even ringtones. For example, text " mobile" to 69746 ( MYSIM).
FM/RDS Marketing allows radio content blasts to be synchronized with existing FM
broadcasts and sent to multiple receiviig devices equipped with an FM chip, such as
cell phones, iPods, or other PDAs.
www.alertfm.com

MySimBook.com
Providing new revenue streams for FM broadcasters

realF,Mra,dio

For more information, call 337.291.7570
or toll free at 888.311.3350

GLOBAL
SECURITY SYSTEMS
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Automatronix Adds Sort, Random Functions
by Tom Boyhan
President
WJTVI(FM) Radio
JUPITER, Fla. Automation is the
heart's blood of radio broadcasting today.
If you want to run a small or mediumsized radio station successfully, you better have an automation program that's
reliable, easy to learn and use and preferably won't cost you afortune.
When WJTW(FM) 100.3 went on the
air in 2003, we had such an automation
program: Automatronix from JT
Communications. It was an extremely
easy program to learn and abargain at
$399. Today's version costs $449. And as
for reliability, we're still using
Automatronix after four years. One of the
main reasons we are still using the same
automation program is because the
author of the program, Jim Trapani,
keeps improving and updating it.
Spot On
One of the improvements incorporated
in the Automatronix program is the ability
to sort items in the Playlist Editor using
the Sort button.
This is especially useful when looking
for duplicate songs. We've downloaded
approximately 3,400 songs into our
playlist, and most were input by volunteers. Needless to say we had afair number of duplicates. We've sorted and deleted around 200 duplicate songs.
The on-air playlist also can be transferred to the Playlist Editor and edited in
the background. This is useful to be able
to edit on the fly.
Using random files continues to be a
great feature of this automation program.
It has proven to be amajor selling tool for
us.
Sponsors love the idea that they can create many different spots describing their

cations when you want them to play.
Automatronix does all that and gives you
great flexibility in scheduling any event.
Schedule anything — spots, liners, etc. —
to run once only, once aweek, once aday
or hourly.
Another feature that will give you
peace of mind is the internal silence sensor. If for whatever reason the program
stops playing, it will wait apre-determined amount of seconds from 1to 60,
and then it will fire the next available
player.
Perhaps one of the biggest plusses for
me is that if Ihave a question about
Automatronix, Ican pick up the phone
and talk directly to the person who wrote

Each time a random
file plays, it is
highlighting a
different aspect
Tom Boyhan, shown with Program Director Kathy Greene.
businesses and then store them in random
files. Then, when asponsor's spot is scheduled to play, Automatronix reaches into the
random file and picks one of the spots.
Each time one of these random files plays,
it is highlighting adifferent aspect of the
business. Sponsors adore this.
We don't use any satellite programs but
Automatronix fully supports such programming. In fact, one of the improvements to the program now allows you to
use random files with the hot keys. This is
agreat feature for satellite users as it gives
them the ability to rotate their liners.
Also as part of the upgrades, after
downloading programs from the Internet,
Automatronix will search for the program
and then synchronize your computer time
with the Internet time.
When we went searching for an
automation program in 2003, we almost

of the business.

passed on the Automatronix program for
two reasons.
The first was afundamental problem:
We didn't know how to reset the time and
date formats. It was a simple procedure
that was easily explained to us, but now
users don't even have to know that. The
program runs immediately after it is
installed. All the user needs to do is install
the program and then download music
into afile.
The second reason was simply aesthetics. The program did not fit the entire
screen and it looked awkward. Whether
one would really consider that aproblem
doesn't matter anymore. The program has
been resizel so it fits the screen.
The " meat and potatoes" of any
automation program is its ability to go
24/7; play the desired music or programs;
and play spots, liners and station identifi-

Sponsors adore this.

the program. I'm not talking to afaceless
person in India; I'm talking to someone
who knows the program inside and out.
And you don't have to pay for costly support and updates. We're 3-1/2 years using
Automatronix and Jim still supports us.
And when he has anew update, he e-mails
it to us.
We could have spent more money and
gotten an automation program with more
bells and whistles, but we wouldn't have
found abetter automation system, just a
more expensive one.
For more information, including
pricing, contact JT Communications
at ( 352) 236-0744 or visit www.
automatronix.com.
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SONIFEX

s9AYMPZ.,‹

Manufacturers of Audio Broadcast Equipment

SUPERIOR SAMPLE RATE CONVERSION
Reclbox RB-SC2

24

Dual Sample Rate Converter
Produces AES/EBU, S/PDIF and TOSlink optical level

,

•

Supports sample frequencies up to 176.4kHz & 192kHz.

•

Output sample rate set by internal clock or external sync.

•

Has 2 independent sample rate converter circuits & can function as a full bi-directional sample rate converter.

•

Has 2 optional video synchronising boards to sync to either an analog video signal or SDI digital video
signal ( HD or SD/.

•

Remote control via RS232 with free cont ,o!

www.sonifex.co.uk

"Within ashort amount of time
Omnirax was able to come up
with abeautiful concept for our new studios."

"The Omnirax design makes these studios incredible for
talent and operators on both sides of the console."

"I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax to everyone."

INDEPENDENT
c:“ I
NEVI
\I \
t01,w.

W HAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
ABOUT OMNIRAX...

timeline, it was very well constructed and looked beautiful.
Iexpect to be outfitting many more facilities with Omnirax..."

0. e

& TOSlink optical level digital audio inputs.

BROADCAST FURNITURE

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget and

digital audio outputs from balanced AES/EBU,S/PDIF

Visit our website for details:

cw

AUDIO

T:207 773 2424
E: infoca)independentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com

P0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com
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Eagle Taps NexGen for
Networking,WANcasting
by David Fudge, Chief Operator
and Heather James, Assistant
Program Director
KELN(FM)/K000(AM)
NORTH PLATTE, Neb. Small-market
radio stations don't buy new on-air software every day. For that matter we don't
get to buy it yearly.
Nope, maybe once adecade for us. So
when we began shopping for aproduct to
upgrade our mid-' 90s technology, the goal
was to find something cutting-edge. After
all, we'll go through at least two presidential terms before we do this again. We
wanted something that not only would
increase our flexibility, but also would
allow us to utilize talent from across our
company, Eagle Communications, which
features 21 stations in seven markets.
Our team researched several systems
but settled on NexGen from RCS. The
system stood out on anumber of fronts,
but won because of its networking and
WANcasting features.
It offers seamless station integration
across our three markets that have
NexGen installed. In North Platte, we see
logs for St. Joseph, Mo., and Hutchinson,
Kan., as if they were our stations.
Translation: when we have ajock out, it's
just as easy to have talent in one of our
other markets step in and substitute. Voice
tracks are transmitted from station to station in lightning-quick times, and give us
the ability to sound "live" from seven
hours away.
Learning curve
From the beginning, NexGen has been
easy to operate and understand, even for
senior members of the staff who are not as
computer literate. After the first day of
training, staff members were able to
remember and comprehend the applications and put them into practice.
As asmall station, our staff has to wear
alot of hats. While it proves to be great

CDS'
Continued from page 34

Traffic as it is asister company to Pristine
Systems and allows for integration
between products.
CDS" reads and merges the logs generated and then performs aquick scan to
confirm all spots on the log are available.
Operators may make changes in real
time. Management is pleased because this
has resulted in fewer missed spots and
on-air mistakes.
CDS" allows stations to reach their
audience in various ways. Not only do we
broadcast quality audio, we deliver song
titles, artist names, photos and sponsor
logos to our station's Web site.
Most new cars include radio receivers
with RDS, so our station takes advantage
of that technology as well. CDS" feeds
our RDS encoder asteady stream of song
titles and artist names through the data
channel of our STL.
For more information, including pricing, contact Pristine Systems at (800) 7957234 or visit www.pristinesys.com..

experience, it doesn't leave alot of time
for our on-air talent, and this is where
NexGen has really come into play.
It has expanded what we're able to do
on-air and allowed us to focus our attention on other areas instead. For example,
the broadcasts have become automated,
which not only eliminates the need for a
board operator, saving the company money, but also has proven to sound more professional, concise and crisp.
But bells and whistles are nothing with-

out support, which is where NexGen
stands out. No frustrated computer user
likes to dial the support number and be put
on hold for hours listening to elevator
music, or worse, automatically directed to
another computer. When we need to make
asupport call to RCS, we always get alive
person. And generally, we wait no longer
than three minutes to get to that person.
In other markets that have not switched
to NexGen yet — we are phasing it in —
horror stories are told by staff members
who place calls to support for their product, then wait hours and sometimes days
to get acall back. You will not have that
problem with NexGen. The people you
get on the phone know the product well,
and if you ask them aquestion for which
they have no answer, you're quickly sent
See RCS, page 38

David Fudge studies
the NexGen system.

What's

o

doing with
radio automation?
Google has been redeveloping SS32 and Maestro
from the ground up. Our new system can be
summed up in just three words...

Progressive. Flexible. Sound.
We're breaking new ground with
automation technology.
Don't get left behind.

800-726-8877
Visit www.google.com/radioautomation to find out more.
© Copyright 2007. All rights reserved. Google and Google logos are registered trademarks of Google Inc.
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iMediaTouch Serves Marshall Cluster
by Scott Schmeling,
Corporate Chief Engineer,
and Heath Radke, Engineer,
Linder Broadcasting Group
MARSHALL, Minn. Marshall Radio is
a four- station cluster - KMHL(AM),
KKCK(FM), KARL(FM) and KARZ
(FM) - located in Marshall, Minn. We
are, proudly, still part of afamily-owned
group of stations across Southern
Minnesota. ICMHL was built in 1946 by
Harry Linder and Sons. The cluster is
owned today by the Linder family. ICMHL
has the dubious distinction of having fired
Tom Brokaw, yes, the " NBC Nightly
News" Tom Brokaw, early in his career.
When we started shopping for a
replacement audio delivery system we
wanted reliability, redundancy, flexibility
and responsive tech support. We found
that and more with OMT Technologies
and its iMediaTouch system.

iMediaTouch On Air

Remote Access is
another function

Installation day
The project started with planning, planning and more planning. Our co-worker
on the project, Keith Wright, helped set
up I/O planning forms. He worked on
these plans at the Marshall location while
we worked at our Mankato site.
The Excel planning forms we used
could easily be e- mailed back and forth
as changes were made, keeping us "in
synch" during the planning. Several
phone calls were made to Rick Landry at
OMT's tech support to ask questions and
get the system configuration just right.
Rick also was sent copies of the I/O
forms and in turn, generated installation
documentation and recommendations
that he e-mailed back to us.
Computer hardware was ordered locally and shipped to OMT for software
loading, OS "tweaking" and burn- in. In
the meantime, we started re-wiring the
building. When ICMHL was built, it was
astandalone AM. We're still in the same

that engineers or
programmers will
find essential when
faced with a call
that something has
gone wrong.
building but now operate four stations.
Growth was one station/studio at atime
with no real center.
Our engineering hub is located in
close proximity to three of the on-air studios and our production suite. Our newsroom and fourth on-air studio are located
in the far reaches of the building, which
over the years have been added on to the
original building. We installed two runs
of 20-pair shielded audio cable and one

run of 25-pair unshielded from our central point to each studio with each end
terminating in punch blocks.
We did as much re-wiring as we could
before the actual installation, as our plan
was to switch over to iMediaTouch with
as little interruption as possible. This
meant leaving the bare essentials of our
existing automation system in tact.
For flexibility, we wanted all audio
sources (network feeds, Martis, Tielines,
etc.) to be available to all stations. With
that in mind, we installed a Broadcast
Tools SS16.4 audio switcher on each system, and to save money, we used the
Antex audio cards from our old system.
We have anew file server, and for redundancy, the server from our old system
will become our new back-up server.
Each station has its primary on- air
computer. In addition, each station has a
"Utility" workstation for production,
voice-tracking and log manipulation that
can take over on-air duties in the event of
a primary computer failure. We also
installed OMT's 12-channel iMediaLogger that allows for simultaneous record-
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ings of up to 12 different programs.
On "Installation Day," systems were
brought on line and configured one at a
time. The fine details of each station's
programming were discussed and templates built. As we performed all the
installation and training, one feature we
felt would become increasingly important
is iMediaTouch's ability to import files
automatically - whether from other
computers on our network or from
remote locations.
For example, each hour, our system
downloads a localized weather forecast,
complete with the current temp, from
WeatherEye in Minneapolis. News
reports or remotes could be recorded on
location using a laptop then transferred
into the system, automatically through a
remote connection.
Remote Access is another function that
engineers or programmers will find essential when faced with acall that something
has gone wrong. Log on from any location
with Internet connection and find the
problem without going into the office. We
already have been able to use Remote
Access in the field; Marshall hosted the
North Central Regional Legion Baseball
tournament in August. We ran the whole
thing on an HP laptop from the stadium
over an Internet connection.
For more information, including pricing,
contact OMT Technologies at (888) 6650501 or visit www.imediatouch.com..

RCS
Continued from page 37

up the chain until you get someone who
does know the answer.
Any time you jump from decade-old
technology into new, you are bound to have
some problems, and of course we did. The
biggest issue was converting our commercial inventory from our compressed
Maestro format back into aWAV format.
This process is neither quick nor easy, so
be prepared to set up batch scripts to handle
this conversion one file at atime. The best
advice we can give is to clean your inventory out prior to converting files. If you
haven't aired them in the last year, dump
them. And if you need them later, they
probably needed freshening up anyway.
We also have experienced some growing pains when it comes to boot times. The
Dell PoweEdge servers utilized in the
NexGen world are slow to boot. So apower burp or outage that forces areboot of
the system and network can cause problems. The on-air machines will reboot
before the server, which means when they
look for the server it is not there. The onair machines then revert to local database
mode, and you are required to reboot
again once the server comes up.
Battery backups are therefore a must.
They clean up most burps and cover small
outages, leaving the system connected like
nothing happened.
And while you're backing up the
machines, put a backup on the Cisco
switch, which also does not like power
burps. We've had aseries of problems that
have been traced back to the switch, all of
which have to do with power loss.
But regardless of the problem, you will
find RCS support standing by ready to
help. And in the end, that's what matters in
our world.
For more information, including pricing, contact RCS at (914) 428-4600 or visit www.rcsworks.com.

DSPXtreme
AUDIO

PROCESSOR

Extreme

PROCESSING
tile Obligee

The DSPXtreme is the newest addition to BW Broadcast's
DSPX range of audio processors and we've included a
few new features you wouldn't normally expect in an
audio processor.

The first thing you will notice is the 2RU form factor which now
includes two colour screens - one of which is touch sensitive.
As well as looking great, the touch screen removes the need
for jogwheels, joysticks and buttons allowing you to navigate,
setup and control the DSPXtreme with atouch of your filger.

Behind the stylish front panel you'll find

output paths allowing HD and FM ser-

ity options. These include an Ethernet

we've included more of the features that

port for LAN or WAN access, an RS232

have made the DSPX range of processors

vices to be processed simultaneously
without compromise. Simulcasting of

among the best in the world. If you don't

FM and HD service is not aproplem us-

need all the features, no problem, the

ing : he divers .ty delay feature.

DSPXtreme is available in four different
versions with tailored hardware and programming features: FM, AM, CD, HD.

With 6- Bands of audio limiting, distortion controlled clipping and look- ahead

serial port and an 802.11 ( WIFI) Wireless
interface. If you don't require a full user Ibb.
interface a remote trigger port is available that allows preset selection through
contact closures.

limiting you will have everything you

You want more? No problem. The DSPX-

For quality FM stereo broadcasting, the

need at your fingertips to create your

DSPXtreme-FM includes the world class

treme has a flexible 'flash' upgradeable

own distinct sound for broadcasting or

architecture which means that as we

stereo encoder found in the DSPX and

audio production.

continue to make enhancements and

ing features you'd expect in a top- line

Remote configuration and monitoring

the rewards. You can simply download

processor, the DSPXtreme-FM has dual

is simple with

the upgrades from our website.

DSPXtra. As well as the standard process-

add features, you can continue to reap
numerous connectiv-

Products & Services

Affordable Studio Furniture

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW-S

ruciirD Fur

Price S540.00
Sensitivity

28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting All

•Custom or Standard

seven frequencies SAME decoding demutes
receiver, closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm
rear terminals Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in first I.F,
ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET
front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel

•Delivery & Installation
•Designed to fit your Budget

(±25 kHz) down to 70 dB 19" rack mount, 1.75" H.
all metal enclosure. In stock
available for
immediate delivery.

Voice: ( 610) 925-2785
Fax: (610) 925-2787

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

Studio Technology
529 Rosedale Rd. Suite 103
Kennett Square, PA 19348

257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898

e-mail: sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com

www.gorman-recIlich.com/jimg@gormanredlich.com

AM Antenna Solutions
mane ,

Reach Farther, Sound Better!

‘•

LBA is your trusted supplier for IBOC-ready
AM antenna systems.
For over 40 years we
have been designing and manufacturing reliable
Directional Antenna Systems, ATU's, Multiplexers,
Combiners, Cellular/PCS Colocation Isolators,
and RF Components for all power levels.

LA

DiplexerrTriplexer
Systems

Directional Antenna
Systems

Choose an LBA system and join thousands
of satisfied broadcasters in the US and
worldwide'

r- •
de
e:te
r'3

e
High-Power Antenna
Tuning Units

RF Components

Factory Dealer For:
eiNGs

LBA can also design, manage, install
and finance your complete RF project.
Please call us for a free technical
consultation'

LBA Technology, Inc.

3400 Tupper Drive Greenville. NC 27834
252-757-0279 Fax. 252-752-9155
www.LBAGroup.com
jbrown@LBAGroup corn

« XI
TOMCÓ

Do tirtri-trndFd

For more information contact
Claudia VanVeen at
703-998-7600 ext. 154
or cvanveen@imaspub.com

SINCE 1963

FeFrnotF

Ultra Slim - 30W, 50W, 100W
Exciter/Transmitters
rjd-r-,r•er

ce

ere, interface.

New Features on the LEX Series Include:

D The DR- 10 is aDial- Up remote control with telephone
audio input and output for remote broadcasting.

DIf your automation works with satellite networks. you
can use the DR 10's relay outputs to fire commercials.
liners. etc. Save SS with no staff needed at the studio!
D. Use the DPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly
into the program path when necessary, especially for
emergencies or to bypass your automation sysytem.

—
• Built-in Stereo Generator with Very High -gépaiation and Fast Audio Clipper
• Up to Seven Frequencies, Power Levels, and Program Presets ( remote controllable):
Ideal Back Up for Multiple Stations
• Rear Panel Connection for Direct DC Battery Back Up with Auto Switch Over and
Built-in Charger
• Built-in, Front Panel User Programmable FSK ID Keyer for Auto ID of Translators

DWhen used with our Silencer

Option. the DR- 10 is the
ONLY product available that completely removes DTMF
control tones from the audio path for clean remotes.

Get the DR-10 ry start
saving money now!

www.circuitwerkes.corn
arcultVVerkes, Inc. -

619 239 8462

bext@bext.com
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

R. MORGAN BURROW. P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION MUD«
;AM FIA. 1Y. i. PTA Nr-vi fanatics
'ee relocation. FM upgrade. * ley
REIM MOM AONCOLIFT
•
AV ur ieeal • FM & Diked Freely
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measiement & proof • rankly inspections kw
•
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ments FIADiabon
Piffles
HAZard ewalmtkxr • CATV Leakage Testrwi
111111A memmumnis
RAC
rmburrow@comcast.net

• FCC Applications and Field Engineering
• Frequency Searches and Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
• [ MC Test Lab-FCC and European ( IEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.
rom 651-784-7445
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55128

&
4

Fax 1651) 784-7541

R

sr.

304-258-7921 • Cell 301-938-0985

C
C
OMMUNICATIONS It-CHNOLOnIES. INC

The Coverage Map Store

aa AM. FM TV coverage & Upgrades
,
eii Broadcast transmission facility
design
iia FCC applications preparatron construcbon pennd and license
engrneeving
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mired
P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124

REALcoverage.com
High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

WWW.commtechrf.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the

PROMOTE

broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

YOUR

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

BUSINESS!

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

ADVERTISE!

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

ADVERTISE!

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

ADVERTISE

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008

(760) 438-4420

For more

e-mail:

information, call

resew

Claudia Van Veen

el

at 703.998.7600,
ext. 154.

FASTER_

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AINFLVTV/LPTWOTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

ft

ollwoare for your PC

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

lvi

9019 Shady Grove Court

Mullaney
Engineering, Inc.
Meath« AMU

Garthersbury. MO

20877

'Let me be your equipment
problem solve

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO!
John Laciness
Sales

P. O. Box 932 • Cibolo, TX 78108

johnl@scmsinc.co

imaspub.com

BROADCAST EOUIPNIENT SALES AND PEN

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

130119218115
Fax ( 301) 590-9757

web: s wv, sureorn.com

210-775-2725

cvanveen@

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

TelecommuslcatIon Consultants

Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

ecsurcotn.com

r

mullaneyernullenqr cont

(800) 743-3684
www.v- soft, corn

COM C

t,s on the web at wren, radoorultcorn
101 Oennarrst Saa 0E. Delnores1 GA • 706./54.2725

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

*
GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Servier Fmm Allocution I.,
Operatic in AM/FM/TV/Al X Strict:s.
licidiAbduluntnnu and
Fe:dicks DcMgn

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

Over 45 years engineering
and cons-silting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com
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1986
1982
1987
1988
1985
1985

Exciters
Used 2004 Harris DIGIT 2nd Generation
New' 20w 8 30W Synthesized exciters

New TV Transmitters- Analoo and Digital
OMB 8 Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

Used TV Transmitters
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28

Used Misc. EouiDment

Harris SX2.5A-single phase
Harris MW5A
Harris 114W5B
Harris SX5A-single phase
Continental 316F
Continental 317C2

Altronics 20KW Air Cooled Load
Denon 720R cassette NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s-phase
Please visit our »bete, linamtv.corn,
for the most current listings.

800-441-8454 • 215 938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361

1x

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $95

Used FM Transmitters
2007
Crown FM1000A(new)
2007
Crown FM1000E(now)
2005
Harris Z16 HDS IBOC
2002
Harris Z16 IBOC
2001
Henry 10,000D-95
1985
Harris FM2OK
1989
0E1 FMO 20,0008
1980
Harris FM25K
1995
Harris H125
1990
Contineital 816R-313
1987
Harris FM35K
1982
Harris Combiner w/auto
exciter-transmitter switcher

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2007
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Used AM Transmitters

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

1
1
7+
7+
10
20
20
25
25
25
35
50

to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail. transcom @ fmamtv com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

Continental 10 kW
3-phase
transmitter- FM 90.5 type 816111A available. Taken out of service
Feb 1,2007.
Extra tubes and
some spare parts. Exciter not
included.
Contact Vernon H.
Baker WPAR FM 540-961-2377 or
vbaker@vtacs.com

Harris H3 20KW FM transmitter
w/Continental exciter. 6 months
on final tube. New drivers and
sockets. Tuned to 101.9. $7500.
Contact J. Davis at 701-852-7449.
MW- 10 Transmitter,
One On 1030, In WV- One On
1040, In NC - Assemble One From
2.Keep Remainder For Spare
Parts.
Make Offer.
Contact
Vernon H. Baker WPAR FM 540961-2377 or vbaker@vtacs.com

FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999
WANT TO BUY
67 kHz ( SCA Channel 1) Used or
repairable ( with manuals if
availablm) — call John 517-316-5307
AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches, AM
Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

Two AM

DVERTISE YOU
OYNIENT AD
BSITE FOR 0
PER WORD!

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

yoU IRE

THE RIGHT
PLACE'
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

For more information.
call Claudia Van Veen at
703-998-7600 ext. 154
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ECONCO NEW TUBES
New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high
NEW

quality power tube rebuilding.

TUBE

C Electronics

Tubes
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS
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1-800-881-2374
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352-592-78(X)
Fax 352-596-4884

BEST SERVICE

RF PARTS - CO.
Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC TAYLOR « SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorea • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

-737-2787
rfpgrfparts.com
FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on tronsrnieing tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. al
402-4=6
4 nter;iliadsmixeo
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r
night,

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com
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RADIO CHIEF ENGINEER NEEDED
IN MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA.
Required Knowledge Skills & Abilities:
Minimum 5years experience as Station Assistant or Chief Engineer.
Knowledge of all applicable FCC rules and regulations.
Technical knowledge of electronics including RF (high power
AM/FM) and studio maintenance and troubleshooting. Knowledge
of broadcast automation equipment, including Scott Studios SS32.
Must be IT savvy including LAN's and servers. Excellent verbal
communication skills. Problem-solving ability and skill in prioritizing.
Must be able to test and maintain equipment proficiently.
Successful candidate will be ateam player with ability to interact
with management and staff at all levels in the local and corporate
environment. Ability to multi-task, prepare budgets, and handle
pressures and deadlines. FCC General Class License and SBE
Certification is aplus. Must have valid drivers license.
Send cover letter and resume to: Bernie.Barker@cumulus.com
or Fax 334-240-9202 Direct Line 334-240-2249 or Mail to:
One Commerce Street, Suite 300
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
E- Fax 775-254-7905
FOREVER BROADCASTING with
over 30 radio stations in the
Central
and
Western
Pennsylvania
markets
of
Altoona.
State
College,
Johnstown, Meadville- Franklin,
and New Castle is expanding its
engineering
team.
Selfmotivated individuals at all
levels please apply.
EOE.
Please
submit
resume
to
LDeppen (raol com.
IOWA RADIO CLUSTER SEEKING
A FULL-TIME CHIEF ENGINEER.
This person will be responsible
for the maintenance of all
broadcast equipment and will
assist
in
station
projects.
Candidates must be familiar with

'e
ir

It

Saga Communications, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

CUMU LUS

Website. ». w.clandcelertronimcom

Le

in Broadcast Engineering AF, RF, and IT in order to manage and care
for our 3FM and 2AM stations. FCC and SBE certifications aplus;
Resume, salary requirements and references for consideration to
Renee Quesenberry, General Manager — Charlottesville Radio
Group, 1140 Rose Hill Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22903.

s

Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800
Se Habla Español
P.O. Box 6409
Spring Hill, FL 34611

Saga Communications seeks aChief Engineer in Charlottesville,
Virginia. We require that you have aminimum of 5years experience

USA DISTRIBUTOR

To Order:

Zee

www.econce.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

NEW

TUBE

POSITIONS WANTED
CHIEF ENGINEER position wanted:
Experienced with
computers,
transmitters,
1-I.D. transmitters,
automations, digital studios. Robert
King, Call: (915) 581-2979.

NEW & REBUILT

Z

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

HELP WANTED

An International
Distributor of RF Components

—

INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

EMPLOYMENT

TUBES &
COMPONENTS

=

TEL 800-532-6626

FCC rules. able to lift 40 lbs.,
and possess familiarity with
broadcast- related
test
equipment. General FCC license
required.
The position is
responsible for operation and
maintenance,
preventive
maintenance and necessary
repairs to equipment. Computer
experience
required.
This
position
requires
working
random
hours
including
weekends
and
holidays.
Compensation package includes
medical,
dental,
vision.
Company vehicle and 401k.
Valid driver's license and clean
driving record required. We are
an EOE M/F D/V. Resumes to
smckenzie@powelliowa.com.

Never met astranger! Energetic,
optimistic, outgoing, self-starter!
Multi-tasked with organizational
skills, gives 110% Strengths in
On-air,
copywriting,
boards,
production, and news. Gwen 214514-7568, earlyanita@yahoo.com
Great attitude
and helpful
individual.
Solid
digital
experience, plus creative writing
ability. Fluently bilingual, live onair experience, with strong work
ethics.
Maria Lopez 972-3398644 luisa411@hotmail.com
Highly motivated voice with prior
radio and promotions experience
seeks opportunity! Quick learner,
dependable, energetic, flexible,
creative with outstanding work
ethic!
Stu
817-714-4421
SMSBLS@AOL.com
Humorous, goal- oriented gal,
who's organized, reliable with
quick delivery and
articulate!
Good news, board-ops, traffic,
on- air - smile you can hear.
LaKita
Evans
254-755-6646,
Kitaki19@yahoo.com

Q

•
.

Intelligent,
professional,
energetic,
talent
seeking
broadcasting job as on- air
personality.
Eager to learn and
become part of your growing call
letters. calvinlester@hotmail.com,
or 214-703-5525
Sharp news writing, copy, voice,
and delivery, plus show prep
ability with digital experience.
(and good looking to boot!)
Industrious
with
strong
initiative.
Paul 972-240-0068,
mikeharre1134@tx.rr.com
Are you a small market station
needing a good nuts & bolts
engineer in the LA area?
Iwill
make
your
station
shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available
Full/Part-time/Contract
for
work.
Available
immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff, 917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate
racing
writer/talk
show
host
Adam
Amick
is
available
for
shows.
correspondent,
features,
etc.
Check out www.bleacherreport.com
or www.rubbinsracingshow.com
for samples. Call 214-384-5812
or
email:
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com
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This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

As a nutter of fact, a week before this
issue of Radio World arrived at my desk I
had just completed my annual Equipment
Performance Measurements on all four of
my AM HD Radio facilities. None of
them had any problems at all with meeting the requirements of 73.44.
As an example of our compliance I've

Certainly we can all agree with the
title of the front-page article of the Aug.
15 issue, " If There Are Call Letters,
There Is an Opinion."
On the other hand, Ifind it hard to
believe that apublication with the reputation of Radio World would
even give the time of day
to some of these opinions.
Without a doubt, the
AM HD-R nighttime interference issue is one that is
very polarized, as Mr. Gray
so correctly points out.
However, I don't know
where Mr. Gray has been
because Ihave heard from
many engineers and nonengineers expressing concern about the potential for
interference caused by AM
HD- R, particularly with
regard to nighttime operation.
The spectrum from Ed Dulaney's 50 kW station,
Often, those commentbroadcasting an HD Radio signal. 'Notice that all
ing not only speculate
of the emissions from that transmitter (yellow
about the potential level of
trace) are well within the NRSC-2 mask (green
interference but also about
trace),' he said.
the potential impact of the
interference and potential
solutions. At the recent Texas
attached acopy of the spectrum from my
Association of Broadcasters convention,
50 kW station that is broadcasting an HD
the subject was discussed at length in just
Radio signal. You'll notice that all of the
such a manner by vendors, consultants
emissions from that transmitter (yellow
and engineers.
trace) are well within the NRSC-2 mask
At this point, there is plenty of room
(green trace).
for debate over the issue of interference
HD Radio does have issues, don't get
that may be caused by nighttime AM
me wrong! There are some significant
HD-R. There are legitimate concerns and
problems with the broadcasting of adigilegitimate points to be made on both
tal signal that will need to be worked out.
sides of the issue. Time will tell which of Not the least of which will be the cost of
those concerns and points are validated.
implementing HD Radio broadcasting.
Legitimate disagreement is one thing,
And I'll admit that small- market stabut arguments based on adisregard for
tions will find it difficult, if not completefact should be ignored. While Iwould
ly impossible, to come up with the
characterize some of his comments as
$100,000 necessary to redesign their
uninformed, Mr. Gray's uninformed comfacilities. Converting from a monaural,
ments pale in comparison to the absolute
analog radio station to a digital, stereo
disregard for fact displayed by Mr.
radio station isn't going to be cheap. But
Berlen! To say that the NRSC-2 mask is
the benefits will far outweigh the cost
being disregarded is complete blather and
over the long term.
shouldn't be given the time of day.
Further, HD Radio on the AM bane is
Ifind it hard to believe that Radio
plagued by electrical interference. That's
World would even give such comments
where analog and digital share the same
the space on the page.
handicap. The only difference is that anaRoger Taylor
log signals simply get "noisy." Digital
Market Engineering Manager
signals, however, will completely disapClear Channel Radio
pear when the noise level scrambles those
Lubbock, Texas
digital bits. And, unlike analog broadcasting, it is impossible to play with the
For the most part Alan Carter did an
tone controls and IF bandwidth in order
excellent job of taking a lot of informato try and pull a noisy HD Radio signal
tion about the HD Radio system and
"out of the dirt!"
packaging it in an easy-to-read digest.
Iagree that there are problems with
However, by the time Ifinished readdigital broadcasting. Both AM and FM
ing the last few paragraphs of the article
stations will need to work hard to overmy blood was boiling! The ignorance of come the obstacles that lie ahead. Just
people who claim to be "engineers" never
don't build up "straw-man" arguments.
ceases to amaze me!
Because if that's all you have, then it's
Real engineers look at problems by
time to give up being an "engineer" and,
analyzing facts and drawing aconclusion.
instead, work on writing novels. You
Yet Iread the comments of a supposed
might be the next Stephen King.
"23-year engineering veteran" and saw
Ed Dulaney
absolutely no respect for facts at all.
Chief Engineer
Instead, the comments by Keven Berlen
Crawford Broadcasting Co.
were taken straight from fantasy literature!
Denver
The fact is this: HD Radio does indeed
fit completely within the NRSC-2 mask,
AM HD continues on page 46
as specified by the FCC (47 CFR 73.44).
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OPINION

the staff or skill to build asolution to automatiIt's no secret that terrestrial radio has been
cally match music libraries with Apple IDs).
struggling in recent years to attract younger lisDesert Moon
Also, consumers would need to purchase an
teners, aka the iPod generation. Simply More
IBOC receiver with atag button and iPod dock ,
Apple's recent debut of iTunes Tagging is
when they become available, then sync the
being touted by some as just the thing to bridge
receiver with aPC in order to purchase music
radio's generation gap.
only from iTunes. Little information is available
With this free service, consumers who hear a
on how iTunes Tagging will work with car ,
song on HD Radio can tag, buy and download it
radios at the moment.
to their iPods with the press of abutton on a
Critics also believe the restricted playlists of
properly equipped receiver.
many large broadcasters may make the discovery of new music
iTunes Tagging is ajoint effort of Apple and Ibiquity Digital.
unlikely, and that innovative programmers like public broadcastClear Channel, CBS, Cumulus, Cox, Entercom and Greater
ers, college and independent stations will be largely excluded
Media are installing iTunes Tagging technology, which uses an
from the iTunes Tagging movement.
available field in the HD Radio data stream and can also work
There is some speculation that with all the steps involved,
via RDS.
impulse buying via iTunes Tagging would be questionable; conAn Apple official said in apress release that the radio industry
sumers might just as easily jot down artist/title information from
is giving the format "strong support?'
the receiver's display and purchase music from whomever they
Initial IBOC tag receiver offerings, due by the holiday season,
choose. (Tagging proponents believe otherwise. "When the cusinclude the Polk I-Sonic Entertainment System 2, shown, and the
tomer hears music, impulse buying occurs," as one put it.)
JBL iHD receiver. Car radios are expected by early 2008. HunSome observers meanwhile believe the ability to do tagging
dreds of stations were slated to participate in the initial launch.
via RDS is more immediately relevant than the HD Radio angle.
While the technology appears to be engaging, afew issues
With so many receivers out there with RDS, that market appears
may warrant scrutiny before broadcasters decide to jump in.
more immediately exploitable and relevant to listeners.
For tagging to work, the broadcast metadata would need to be
iTunes Tagging marks one of the first initiatives to connect
standardized nationwide. As it is, every automation system and
digital
radio with digital music; other tagging proponents besides
RDS generator may present artist and title data differently; it's
Apple may come along. RW applauds this effort to bridge this
unclear whether and how these will match the online music
gap but urges industry leaders to take aclose look at the
stores' databases (though technology company Jump2Go, an
cost/benefit ratio and to press the proponents for more and better
active proponent of tagging which has tested its "Go Commerce"
such offerings.
system at Entercom and Cumulus stations in Seattle and San
Francisco, says it solves this problem for stations because many
— RW
broadcasters and even automation vendors don't currently have
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Iread with great interest Alan Carter's
cover story in Radio World on AM
HD-R, and offer some thoughts from the
real world of today's radio environment.
AM radio is, for the most part, DOA in
that many operators simply turn on the
satellite and hope their automation and
the program supplier stay in synch.
Anyone who will admit it knows that all
too often, local commercials don't play,
network commercials get omitted, network and local newscasts often don't air,
etc., etc.
Many broadcasters still make avaliant
effort to program, promote and success-

most people don't care what the AM section of their radio does because they
don't use it.
Shame on us as broadcasters. We
should be asking NAB to lobby the CEA
to once again urge their members to
build radios with excellent FM and AM
sections, and also to greatly roll out HD
in them.
Now comes the chicken and the egg.
Like AM, where manufacturers have
built poor radios, putting HD in them
requires broadcasters to step up to the
plate and put programming on both the
FM and the AM bands that people want
to listen to and they will demand better
receivers as aresult.
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Media

It is way past the point to be mesmerized
about great distant skywave reception
from AM stations hundreds and sometimes
thousands of miles distant.

fully sell time on their AM stations, and
the bottom line is to serve the community
and be profitable.
Unfortunately, other than those of us
who for the most part grew up with it,
AM is rarely tuned to on aradio.
Carter's article wrote of car radios in
Hondas having poor reception; the same
criticism can be levied against many manufacturers of car and personal/home
radios, where the AM section is simply an
afterthought and doesn't work well at all.
Who is to blame? The manufacturers
simply make what the public wants, and

Let me comment on AM HD-R also.
The system that's in place isn't perfect,
but with advancing technology it can be
made to work. Our best-case scenario is
that listeners will actually complain to
broadcasters and manufacturers, as that
means they are listening.
It is way past the point to be mesmerized about great distant skywave reception from AM stations hundreds and
sometimes thousands of miles distant.
When our company, Fairfield Broadcasting Co., put WQSN(AM) 1660 on the
air in the fall of 1998, only afew expand-

ed-band stations were in operation and
we had an outstanding skywave signal.
We got listener mail from 37 states, five
Canadian provinces and 13 countries
including New Zealand. You could drive
by the White House at night (and you still
can) listening to the Detroit Pistons basketball games on your car radio.
Great, right? No! The president certainly wasn't listening to WQSN and
nobody in Washington bought time in
those broadcasts.
Engineers, and most of us who have
been in radio for at least 30+ years, love
to talk about how far many AM signals
can be received at night. Get over it!
The alternative is to relegate the AM
band to the status of a shortwave radio
station or worse.
AM HD- R, and FM HD- R as well,
have problems and they need to be
resolved; and Ibelieve that, other than
skywave becoming a historical footnote,
working together broadcasters and our
suppliers can and will fix them.
The alternative is to simply shut off the
AM transmitter, disconnect the power
source, sell the real estate and do something else.
William J. Wertz
Friday Harbor, Wash.

Write to RW
Send e-mail to radioworld@
imaspub.com with " Letter to the
Editor" and issue date in the subject
field; fax to (703) 820-3245; or mail
to Reader's Forum, Radio World,
P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA
22041.

Would you process all these different voices
the exact same way? Of COURSE Not!
The new VORSIS M-1 Digital Microphone Processor is individually
designed for ALL of your on- air talent at truly affordable prices. Only with
the VORSIS M-1 do you get individual presets, fully adjustable compression
and expansion, multi- band EQ ( either pre or post dynamics), high and low
pass filters, de-esser, and built-in phantom power. And all of it available via
our easy- access graphic interface. The M-1 Digital Mic Processor — anew
level in voice management.

REDEFINING PigitaI
Audio Processing
copyright 0 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation

tel 252-638-7000

www.vorsis.com

Condition
your

Signal
with the New Vorsis

HD- P3

A four- band parametric equalizer feeding athree- band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD- P3 includes avariable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs ( one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and asignal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled
by an ethernet protocol computer interface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

Foc"
Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
astandalone HD processor or arealtime DJ monitor feed— and
finally— a KILLER studio production tool.
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